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Chapter 5

RECOGNILING GEOMETRIC FIGURES

BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

241

This chapter is devoted to geometry. The subject is intrcduced to the

children by means of familiar three-dimensiobal shapes. This part .4' the

discussion is very informal and the classification crude: objects are

differentiated according to the shape.

The rest of the chapter, as well as the ensuing geometric material through

the next several books, deals with plane geometry only. For convenience of

reference we now outline the main ideas (e-.en though many of, them will not

be encountered until later).

We shall study what may be called physical geometry--that-is, the geometry

of the world around us. The study involves a certain amount of abstraction,

for the fundamental ideas we shall deal with are not things we can pick up

or feel or see. We shall think of a point, for example, as an exact location

in space. A point, then, has no size or shape or color; it has no physical

attributes at all except its location. We indicate s point by making a pencil

dot or a chalk dot, but agree that such a dot does not mark an exact location.

We may remark that the geometry studied in college courses is of a higher

degree of abstraction still. There, the fundamental geometric objects like

point and line are not defined at all, and the study procLeds deductively

from certain formally stated assumptions about them (called axioms).

Our purpose here is to help the pupil observe and describe fundamental

geothetric relationships. The discussion is in',,uitive. 1i the primary grades

We are not particularly concerned with formal deductions.

POINT

By a point we mean an pcact location--for example, the exact spot at the

corner of a room where two walls and the ceiling meet. We indicate points by

drawing dots, but we realize that a pencil dot, ro matter how small, gives

only an approximate location, not an exact one. (In fact, it is clear that

a pencil dot on a sheet of paper covers infinitely many points--that is,
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more than can be counted.) Nevertheless, in order tokeep the language

simple, we refer to the dots themselves as actual points.

It is customary to denote points by capital letters. A point is a fixed
.

location: points do not move. The point at the corner of the ceiling remains

even if the whole building falls down. Nevertheless, it must be remembered

that fixing a location is a meaningful notion only with respect to some

particular frame of reference. Frames of reference in common usage are:
9

the sun, the earth, a car,-a person, a ruler. A point that is fixed with

respect to one frame of reference need not be fixed with respect to a different

one. For example, when a ruler is carried across the room, a point on the

ruler remains fixed with respect to the ruler but does not rprnin fiypfi With

respect to the earth.

A geometric figure is any set of points.

CONGRUENCE

The idea of congruence in geometry is basic. Two geometric figures

are said Lc be congruent provided one is an exact copy of the other. A

test of congr cy is whether one figure will fit exactly on the other.

In practice, the objects may not be conveniently movable; then one tests

for congruence by making a movable copy of one and checking it against the

other. Of course, all such tests, since they involve actual physical objects,

often including the human eye, are only approximate. Nevertheless, in order

to keep the language simple, we shall say, "the segments AB and CD am
congruent" (rather than seem to be)--just as people say, "Johnny and Jimmy

are exactly as tall as each other" (rather than seem to be).

CURVE

By a curve we mean any set of points followed in passing from a given

point A to a given point B. Inherent in this definition is the intuitive

notion of continuity; this is a curve.
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and so is this:

while this is not a curve because it has gaps, or is not continuous:

(However, it is a union of three curves.)

It is also noteworthy that, according to the definition, a curve can

be straight (in contrast with everyday usage). This is a curve:

and so is this:

LINE SEGMENT

243

The last picture is an example of a line segment, that is, a straight

curve. The endpoints are marked A and B; the line segment is denoted,

accordingly, by either AB or LA. Again, we agree that a single point

IA-not a line segment.

Observe that a line segment can always be expressed in many different

ways as a union of other line segments. For example, the line segment AB

shown here is the union of the line segments AC and CB, the union of the

line segments AD, AE, and CB, etc.
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LINE

When a line segment is extended infinitely far in both directions, we

get a line. Stich extensions are only co;raptual, of course, not practical.

A line has no endpoints. No mat_ r how far out we go in either direction

along a line, still more of the line will lie ahead. Thq, infinite extent

is indicated by arrows. The irne containing points A and B is denoted

AB. The line shoWn contains points A, B, and C; some names for this

line are, therefore, Xr, IX, 7r, V', etc

Note that, although AB and AC are different line segments, r3 and
AC are the same line.

1

Just as a line is the infinite extension of a line segment in both

directions a ray is the infinite extension of a line segment in one direction.

A ray therefore, has a single endpoint. The infinite extent of a ray is

indicated by an arrow. The ray with endpoint A and containing another

point B is denoted by A1. The endpoint must be written first. The ray

shown has endpoint A and contains points B and C; some names for this

ray are, therefore, A and AC.

9



Note that, although AB' and BA are the sane line, AB and BA

are different "rayp.

n""

ANGLE .

AB 1T'A"

By an angle we mew, ale union of two rays having the same endpoint.

(We exclude the :u,e whi,,h the two ra:y's arc part of the same line.)

The :ommon endpoint is called the vertex of the angle. The plural of

"vertex" is "verti.-es". The angld fcrmed by rays AB and Tr is

denoted by LBAC or LCAB. Two segments with a common endp?4,rt

determine an angle: segments AB and AC with common endpoint A

determine the LBAC with vertex A:

---1111.
C

C
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A special angle ,hat makes frequent appearances in mathematiceis a
right angle. No formal definition of a right angle is given at this time.

Instead, .t will desci-ibe what iR meant by a right angle in much the same

way that you will convey the concept to your pupils.

I.

Y V

The drawing above represents two right angles, L1"VX and &TX. This is

one way of describing right angles. Two right angles are congruent and fit

together to form a 1 .e. Also, in our example, if this page were folded

along VY, then VT and n would coincide.

If a piece of paper were folded twice, as the drawing below indicates,

and.it were then unfolded, the creases suggest segments of two lines whose

intersection is the point R. Thus R is the vertex of four right angles

whose sides are extensions or appropriate pairs of creases.

PLANE

Fold 1 F ld 2 Unfolded with creases
dotted

When a flat surface such as a table top, wall, or sheet of glass, or

even this sheet paper, is extended infinitely in all directions. ve get

a plane. N tice that if two points of a line lie in a given plane, then the

entire line is cchtained in the plane. Two intersecting lines determine a

plane. In the teaching material, the infinite extent of the plane is not

stressed.

11
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A

CLOSED CURVII SIMPLE CLOSET, CURVE

We have called a curve any set of points followed in passing from a

given point A to a given pio!nt B. Wheri-the points A and B coincide,

the curve is said to be closed. For this level, we will consider only those

curves which lie in the plane.

A closed curve

A closed curve that does not cross itself is simple

A simple ,losed

A simple closed turve has the interesting property of separating the

rest of the plane into two subsets, an inside or interior (the subset of

the plane enclosed by the curve) and an outside or exterior. Any curve

connecting a point of the interior with q point of the exterior necessar-

ily intersects the simple closed curve. (It may le of interert that this

seemingly obvious fact is actually quite hard to prove.)

'POLYGON

An iiMportant class of simple closed curves is the class of polygon.

A polygon is a simple clOsed curve that is a union of line segments. Re-

call that a line segment can always be expressed in many different wa:,,

as a union of line.segments. Hence a polygon. too, can be expressed in

different ways as a union of line segments.
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B

The union of AB, BC, and CA

the union of AD, DB, BC, and CA.

If we look at(the various line segments in a polygon, we notice that

they are of two kinds: those that are contained in other line segments,

and those that are not contained in other line segments. For example, in
the picture above, AD is of the first kind, since it is contained in the

line segment AB. On the other hand, AB is of the second kind, since it

is not contained in any.line segment except itself. Line segments of this
second kind are called sides: aline segment in a polygon is called a
side if it is not contained in any other line segment in the polygon. The
polygon shown has three sides: AB, BC, and CA. A polygon of three

sides is called a triangle. A polygon of four sides is a quadrilateral;

of five sides, a pentagon; of six, a hexagon. (The last two names are not
used in the teaching material.)

qu'adrilateral pentagon hexagon

The endpoints of the sides are the vertices (stngular: vertex) of the polygon.

The vertices of the triangle shown above are A, B, and C.

kinds of rectangles. A rectangle is a quadrilateral with four right angles.
A squire is a rectangle with four congruent sides.

Rectangrles are special kinds of quadrilaterals. Squares are special

tl
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REGION

The union of a simple closed curve and its interior is called a region.

We refer to a triangular region, rectangular regioa, or circular region, etc.,

indicating that the simple closed curve is a ti-tangle, rectangle, or circle,

etc. For example, an ordinary sheet of paper is a rectangular region; the

edges of the paper form a rectangle.

circle

0

interior

4

oircular region
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5-1. FANELIAR 1HBEE-DIMENSIONAL SHAPES

OBJECTIVE: To lead children to observe distinguishing features of

spheres, rectangular prisms, and cylinders.

VOCABULARY: Shape, round, face, edge, corner, surface.

MATERIALS: A table on which there are familiar objects

(at least 15): balls, boxes, blocks, plastic

containers, and the like. These should be

restrited to objects that can serve as models

of spheres, rectangular prisms, and cylinders.

A set of commercial models is highly recommended.

Sphere

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Rectangular
prism

Cylinder

This exploratory lesson directs attention to the geometry of spheres,

rectangular prisms, and cylinders. These terms, of course, will not be

used with the children. There should be a sufficient number of objects

(varied in color and, shape) so that all children have an opportunity to

handle and to discuss the objects. They should run their hands over surfaces

along edges, etc. As the lesson proceeds, use the words object, item, and

thing interchangeably so that the children will learn the word object.

Y-u may begin this lesson by designating desks on which children are

to place objects that have some kind of likeness to each other. Begin by

asking a child t. place an object (item or thing) on one of the desks.

Ask another -2hild to select a second object. If he does not think it should

be placed with the first object, he may place it on another desk and explain

in what way these obje-cts are different. The classification has been

established at this point.
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When the other children place objects in the various sets, they should

use this same classification. You may find that the first sorting is

done according to color or size or use of the object or material from

which it is made, etc. Let the children continue the classification

by using six or more objects. As each object is placed with a set,

discuss with the children whether or not it belongs with the other

objects in the set.

Start again with all objects in one set and tell the children to think

of other ways to sort them. Let the children develop several classifications.

If shape has not been used as a basis for sorting, introduce it. First

place a ball on one desk, a box on the next debk, and a can on the third.

Then select another object and ask the children why it should be placed

on a particular table. If a response is made that it has a shape like

a ball, agree, and comment that it is a figure shaped like a ball.

The activity should result in ssme such arrangement as that pictured below.

After the sorting is completed, the children should identify what the

objects in each set have in common. Their description of the sets may be:

objects like boxes, objects like balls, objects like cans. Help develop

the awareness of these shapes by describing the boxes as having edges,

flat sides (faces), and corners; the cans as having edges (rims) but

no corners; and the balls as having neither edges nor corners.
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USING TIE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGES 133-134: RECOGNIZING THE SHAPES OF FIGURES

IDEAS

Objects are shaped in different ways. (Balls, cans, boxes.)

Page 133:

This is a teaching page. Call attention to some of the pictures of

objects on the page. Ask the children to look at the first row. Note that

a row goes across the page, not up and down. Ask what the first object in

the first :0,4 ;o. (tall.) Ask the children to make a mark, X, on the ball.

What are the names t the other pictures in the row? (Crayon, golf ball.)

Wh'z.h picture has /ne same shape as the baseball? (Golf ball.)

Mark the golf ball in the same way the baseball is marked.

Then ask the children mark, )( , the first picture in the other rows,

and one other picture shapea like the first me in the same row.

Page 134:

This is a teaching page. This page has more choices f r marking in each

row. Ask the children t look at the first row and mark tne tw, objects that

have the same shape. Check the accuracy of their markings, then give

instructions f r making the next row.

17



Shapes
Teaching Page

253

133
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Shapes
Teaching Page

134

9
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FURTHER ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask a child to put his hands behind his back. Then place in his

hands an object shaped like one of the three kinds in this lesson.

(It would be advisable to include objects which had not been used

in the earlier sorting.) Ask the child to identify its shape.

Continue with other children and other objects. In each case,

ask why the object is classified as it is. Chalk, dominoes,

and cylindrical pinboxes would be helpful.

2. Have children identify other objects in the room that could be

placed in one of the three categories. Children may wish to bring

from home various objects to add to the collection. Flashlight

batteries, balls, blocks, pencils, chalk, or simple toys can

be classified as they are brought in.

3. Pictures of objects can also he brought in and classified. Havt the

children tell why each object can be put in that particular

classification. This procedure not only helps to identify the

geometric figures but also provides the association of the

picture with the objects and with 'the geometric figure they

represent. The pictures may be arranged on a bulletin board,

in a scrapbook, etc.

4. If children ask the geometric names of the objects that they

handle, supply these names whenever possible. Although intro-

duction of such names as "rectangular prism", "cylinder", and

"sphere" is not the purpose of this chapter, some children

are interested in new words and will take pleasure in hearing them.

5. Select a child. Give him an object, such as a ball. Have him call

another child to find another object in the room with the same shape.

Continue with other objects and other children.

I)
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5-2. SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES

OBJECTIVE: A preliminary classification of some simple closed curves.

VOCABULARY: Straight, rounded, circle, inside, cu,tside, on.

MATERIALS: Balls, boxes, and cans as in the preceding section; models of

circles, triangles, rectangles, and other curved or polygonal

figures, such as triangles from rhythm instruments, rectangular

picture frames, circular embroidery hoops, rubber oands, stretched

around pe6b un a pegboard (or nails in a piece of ceiling tile),

models made from wire or starched string (do not use cardboard

sneets as they suggest the regions rather than the curves them-

selves); chalk and string for drawing circles on the -halkboard.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN "STRAIGHT" AND "ROUNDED"

Before the lesson, draw several polygons and other simple closed curves
on the chalkboard. Include at least two circles.

0
Pint out that some of the figures are r-L,unded, while others have straight

sides. Discuss and classify each figure in turn.

Children instinctively identify a representation of a circle as rounded.

Indeed, they tend to believe that any geometric figure which does not represent

a circle is not rounded even thJugh they agree that the figure does not have

straight sides. Figures such as or are particularly

difficult for children to identify as rounded.

1
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If this difficulty d )es arise, it is suggested that a b ok be classified

as having straight sides. This then may be 'J.:ed as a model of straightness.

Place the b,ek edge along the side of the figure, If the side of the figure

does not coinclde with the model, then the figure is classified as rounded.

Display and discuss the triangles, frames, and heaps, and the pegboard

and wire m)dels. Use these leprenentations of re, metrld 'Irures to differentiate

the outlin? fl m its intfrIA. and exteri, r. Ask the :nildren to place a finger

qatside and on the utline or figure.

Display the tall,, ttxes, and cans. Shot, the circular seam 4 ball.

(Do not use a La,,,Iall; it seam is nit a pisine curve.) Indicate the rounded

rims of the cans. Point t, the straight edges of the boxes.

Have the hildren k f. ,bjects abut the rom whose shapes they can

classify: the . unded rim ,f tne wasteLasket or clock, the 3traight edges

of the desk or windflw, etc.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGE 135. ROUNDED OR STRAIGHT

This is a teaching page. Read the instructions to the child'en, the

0child is to make a mark spmewhere on the firre
not

0 )(0u Have

one child d, the marking n a bo 4c displayed at the fr ,nt .,f the room while

the other ,-hildren work individually.
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Rounded or Straight
Teaching Page

Mark each rounded figure_blue.

Mark each figure with straight sides red.

Pikr

0e

135

'2u
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DISTINGUISHING CIRCLES FROM OTHER ROUNDED SHAPES

Direct children's attention again to the figures on the chalkboard.

Tell the children that you are going to erase all the figures (or pictures)

with straight sides, Have them pick out the figures for you. When all the

polygrIls have bees erased, replace them with curved figures that yAl can

draw freehand.

Introduce the word circle. Consider the figures one by one, picking out

the circles. Have the children tell why the circle is special. ("It looks

the same from every direction", etc.)

Before erasing the representations of circles, make it clear that the

circle is the outline. Ask various children to come to the chalkboard and

place a finger inside, outside, and on the figure.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGE 136: CIRCLES

Read the instructions to the children. The pupil is to make a mark

somewhere on the figure.



Circles

t
Mark each circle green.

Color the inside of the other figurejed.

136

0



5 POLYGONS

OBjECT77E:

VOCABULARY:

MATERIALS:

A prelimina:y clas§ification of some 'polygons.

Triangle, 'rectangle, :.-juare.

Boxes, models of triangles, re:tangles, and .,the: p:lygons,

such as triangles from rhytnm instruments,

frames, rubber tandc stretched arc and pegs

nails in a piece

starched string;

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

261

rectangular picture

on a pegboard (or

of ceiling tile), models made from wire or

sticks of various lengths.

This lesscm requires 3_me preparation .1-if the chalkboard. On the left

side of the chalkboard, draw several polygons.cr (As shown Include

at least three triangles and th"ee quadrilaterals, and a few p,lygons with

five or more aides.,

On the right side of the chalkboard, draw sevelal quadrilaterals (as shown

below). Include at least five rectangles,, two of which are square; at least

two of the rectang-_!,, including une of the squares, should be "tilted".

Keep this section covered from view until needed.
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et

CLASSIFYING POLYGONS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF. SIDES

Ask the class how the set of figures (or pictures) drawn here differs

from those discussed last time. (All of these have straight sides.) Pick
out a triangle and show that it has three sides; write "34 inside the
triangle. Pick out a quadrilateral and show that it has four sides; and

write "4" inside. Then consider the remaining figures in turn, getting

the children to agree on the number of sides, and recording the number inside

the figure.

See if children know the name, triangle, for polygons having exactly

three sides. Suggest the name if necessary. Consider Elie figures once

more, picking out the triangles. The word "quadrilateral" is not introduced

at this stage, b,lt should be given if a child asks for the name of a polygon

of four sides. For five or more sides, it is enough to tell the children

that special names do exist.

Display the metal triangles, the picture frames, and the pegboard and

wire models of polygons. Have the children classify their shapes.

Supply sticks of various lengths for the children to form into triangles.

Make sure that the two shortest sticks have a combined length greater than

the longest; then the child will always be able to construct a triangle.

If you wish to discuss the number of angles of a triangle or any other

polygon, it is better to use the term "points where the sides meet" since it

is difficult to define an angle correctly at this grade level.
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USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGE 137: NUMBER OF SIDES

Read the instructions to the children.

Page 138: TRIANGLES

Ask the children to make a blue mark m any figure that represents

a triangle.
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Number of Sides

Write the number of sides inside each figure.

II"
137

z 9
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Triangles

Mark each triangle blue.
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DISTINGUISHING RECTANGLES FROM OTHER QUADRILATERALS

Disclose the figures on the right Df the chalkboard. Ask the
class how the set of figures (or pictures) drawn here differs from the

set discussed earlier in this section. (Each of these has exactly

fcur sides.) Tell the class you are all going to look for so:, special

figures in the set. Ask whether some child sees a figure that is

special in any way. Point lo the rectangular picture frame and the

rectangular window frame as examples of the special shapes we are

looking for. If necessary, ask explicitly about the corners. Try

to lead the children to the idea that in a rectangle, all four corners

"look alike". If any difficulty arises in determining if the four

corners "look alike", use a paper model [Th. If the paper model fits

the corners of the figure exactly, this will be accepted as meaning that

the four corners "look alike." Introduce the word "rectangle."

Some children may object to calling the square a rectangle; point out
that it is a special kind of rectangle, just as a lollipop is a special

kind of candy.

Have the children make rectangles by bordering a sheet of paper with
a crayon.

Display several boxes and point out how their edges form rectangles.
Have the children look for rectangles in the room as boundaries of

desks, the chalkboard, and so on.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGE 139: RECTANGLES

Read the instructions to the children. The child to make a mark

somewhere on the figure.

'3 _
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Rectanyles

Mark each rectangle red.

139
)
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DISTINGUISHING SQUARES FROM OTHER RECTANGLES

Draw several squares and other rectangles on the chalkboard before the
lesson begins. Make certain that the rectangles, other than squares,
can be clearly distinguished from squares. Ask the class if all of the
figures have four sides, Then ask if all the figures have corners that
"look alike." If there is any question about this point, use the folded

paper model tc show that the model will fit the corners of the figures
exactly. Ask for the name of these figures. (Rectangles) Tell the
class you are going to look for the special Kind of rectangles. The
children will, name this figure as a square. Use a piece of string to

demonstrate that the sides of the figure are congruent. Do not use
this term but merely place the string along one of the sides and show
that this piece of string will fit exactly on all of the other three
sides. Use this same procedure with another figure that is a rectangle
but not a square to show that this is not true of rectangles that are
not squares,

Display several boxes and point out how their edges form squares or
other rectangles. Have the children look for squares and other

rectangular figures in the room.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PA0E 140:

Read the instructions to the children.

3 ti
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Squares and Other Rectangles

Mark each square green.

Mark all other rectangles red.

ell

140
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5-4. CLASSIFYING REGIONS

OBJECTIVE: To recognize that a circular region, rectangular

region, etc., consists of the curve itself plus its interior.

To identify circular, rectangular, triangular, and

square regions.

VOCABULARY: Circular region, rectangular region, triangular region,
and square region.

MATERIALS: Wire models of circ]es, rectangles, squares, triangles;

flannel regions of the same shapes.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

In preparation for study of regions, review the ideas of inside,

outside, and on. In the SMSG Kindergarten book there are many

activities that call attention to these ideas.

The use of playground circle games can reinforce the idea of a circle

through their references to the above terms: Such games include:

"Froggie in the Middle", "The Farmer in the Dell", "Bol, Belinda",

"In and Out the Window", "Looby Leo", "The Old Brass Wagon ", and

"Hokey Pokey". Step on the circle to show where the curve is.

The playground outlines for "Four Square" can be used to find

several squares.

The outlines of the volleyball or basketball court arc e.omples of

rectangles, though these may tend to be too large for delineation

at this time.

On the flannel board place an assortment of regions of the types above.

Compare these with models of circles, rectangles, trianglco. and squares.

4sk how a circular figure is like a circle and how it is different.

(Alike in shape; the edge 01 the felt figure is like the wire circle;

the inside of the felt figure is "full"; and so on.)

3 0
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Tell the children that object like the felt cutout has a longer

name. It is called a circular region. Its edge is a circle.

Continue with the other figures. Refer to their straight edges as sides.

Use the terms triangular region, rectangular region, and square region.

Place the wire models on a table in separate classifications. Ask a

child to go to the flannel board, remove a region, compare it with a wire

,model, name the region, and place it in the proper classification.

Continue until all the figures have been removed and classified.

Some children will use the terms: circle region, rectangle region, and

triangle region. Agree and state, "Yes, that is a circular region."

If the teacher consistently presents the correct language pattern, the

cl'ldren will, in time, use the proper terminology.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGES 141-146: REGIONS

Ideas

A circular region, rectangular region, etc., consists

of the curve itself and jts interior.

Pages 141-144:

Each page includes a different type of region to classify.

The instructions should be read to the children.

Pages 145-146:
1)(21

Here the children need to mark the curve itself:

Crayons should be used. Red if the curve is a circle; blue if a triangle;

green if a square; and black if it is a rectangle that is not a square.
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Regions

Mark the circular regions.

141

3'i
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.- ;, Regions

Mark each rectangular region.

142



r
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Regions

Marivach square region.

275

2Ei
144

40
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Regions
i

Mark an X on each of the rectangles, squares, circles and triangles.

145

411
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Regions

Mark an X on each of the rectangles, squares, circles, and triangles.

e t

. 1464i
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FURTHEP ACTIVITIES:

1. Place parquetry blocks in a bag for a game of identifying figures.

If blocks are not available, figures cut from tagboard or cardboard

may be used. Children take turns. Each reaches into the bag

without looking and identifies the shape of a block by feeling it.

He may say, for example, "The block is shaped like a triangle."

Then he brings out the block. If the other players agree that

he is correct, he places the block in front of him. Otherwise

he returns it to the bag. At the end of the game, the child having

the most blocks is the winner. It is necessary, of course, to

establish the rule that each child must have the same number

of turns. Children can make tally marks to keep track of their turns.

2. Start Our Big Book of Shapes with a page for each of the figures- -

rectangular region, triangular region, and circular region. Paste

a model cut from construction paper at the top of each page.

Children may cut pictures from magazines and paste them on appropriate

pages. Do not hastily reject a child's selection as incorrect;

inquire. Some aspect or detail that escapes your attention may

have been seen by the child.

3. Give children geometric regions cut from colored construction paper.

They may assemble the shapes into "pictures" of animals, people, boats,

buildings, tree forms, and so on.

4. ,Prcvide parquetry blocks and design blocks for children to use in

making designs, pictures, etc.' Further intuitive understanding

among geometric figures can be developed by such experiences. The

intent of this chapter is to introduce concepts and vocabulary

rather than to have children "master" the content.
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5-5. FITTING REGIONS

OBJECTIVE: To distinguish different regions by seeking to fit them on

each ether.

VOCABULARY: Match, fit.

MATERIALS: Flannel board regions of different sizes and shapes; there

should be two sets of congruent figures of contrasting colors

(red and g:een, for instance); one square region clearly larger

than any of the other congruent figures; a few sets of construction

paper regions in two colors, as above.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place on the flannel board some of the red figures as shown:

Talk about what it means to fit exactly, or to match exactly. Show

how edges of coins of like denomination match exactly; discuss the

way the edges of slices of bread often fit exactly in a loaf. Pages

in a book match, and one end of an unsharpened pencil may fit exactly

against the end of another, with nothing left over of either pencil.

Hold up a green rectangular region which will fit exactly ona of the

red ones on the flannel board. Hold it with its sides parallel to

the sides of the one on the board. Have it described as a rectangular

region. Ask whether this region will exactly fit any of those on

the flannel board. Have a child do the matching, and show that all

sides match, or fit.

Remove the two figures, place the green one on the flannel board, and

ask whether the red onn can be matched to it. Remove the green figure

and ask whether it would fit on any of the other resions of the flannel

board. Have a child try to fit it, and show clearly that there are some

parts not covered up either on the red or on the green figure. Match

the other green regions to the appropriate red regions in the same way,

having them described each time as a region.
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Without letting the class see what you are doing, arrange the green

regions on the flannel board in different positions.

Hold up the red triangular region in the same position it was in when it,

was first matched. A,k kith what kind of region it might be matched. Turn

the flannel board s . that the children can see the different shapes; then

ask the children whetner the led region can he matched to one of those on

the board. Caution the :hildren ti be careful, for even thi.-; simple arrange-

ment can cause diffi..'ulty fur children who expect t, see regions in positions

with one side parallel t the floor . C mtinue fitting the )ther firures.

H.ld un the Jquare region of larger size and st:,k ',.,hether it could be

matched t. any ()I thuLe n the board. Discu:s the fact that a region must

not only be the same shape lut als. the same si:0 in rder t fit exactly.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, PAGE:3 ]J REGIONG THAT FIT

Ideas

Regions ,f the came size and shape can Le iitted ne ,n the ther.

A region can r tatrd V, r p .Bible fitting.

The firot tw, ,age. regions in the so-called horizontal position.

It represent: n pr Jitm f r identificati n. The third and f urth page: will

need more careful :c-utini-in iince rotatin.- b necessary in moot

instances to get the 1, ure') t fit.
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Regions that Fit

Mark the regions that fit.

147

A %;
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Regions that Fit

Mark the regions that fit.

140

148
4 7
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Regions that Fit

Mark the regions that fit.

El

149

4 8
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Regions that Fit

Mark the regions that fit.

150

49
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An additional series of lessons can be developed to refine comparisons by

fitting. A long thin rectangular region can be included with one that is

nearly square.

All the red regions might be rectangular regions (including some square

ones) such as two different sized square regions and three or more

rectangular regions of different dimensions and proportions.

The green regions should include all of these shapes as well as other

rectangular (and square) regions of different proportions, including

some like the following for which one pair of sides fits somewhere above

but the other does not.

This time, the pupil will need to re:ogAze that, for the fitting, the

lengths of opposite sides must be the same. Choose some of the green

regions quite similar to the led ones, bu' not actuall; the same;

good practice can then be developed in estimating relative lengths.

In most cases it would be profitable, before any attempted fitting

is made, to discuss whether a given green region will fit and what

would be reasonable places to try it.

Another time, some of the red regions on the board should be turned

in different positions. It is important to plan specifically for

such a lesson.
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Geometric insights of these additional lessons would include:

1. An awareness of the impossibility of matching a long, thin

rectangle with one which is nearly a square;

2. An awareness of the possibility of comparing visually the sides

of a region to see whether they are likely to fit;

3. An awareness of the possibility of rotating a region to make

it fit another;

4. The recognition of a rectangular or triangular region which

does not have a side parallel to the floor.
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Chapter 6

PLACE VALUE AND NUMERATION

Background

The fundamental purpose of this chapter is to learn assigned names of

numbers greater than nine. We have named the first few numbers: 0, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, but the procedure of assigning

a new name to each successive number is clearly impractical. Some sort

of system of naming numbers is necessary. This chapter is devoted to

the Hindu-Arabic 'system of numeration, our decimal system of numeration.

It is interesting to notice that this is a relatively modern system- -

quite unknown to the Greeks and Romans. Indeed, mathematicians have

conjectured that the rather feeble accomplishment of the Greeks in

algebra was due to their lack of a reasonable notational system. The

system which we now use is only about a thousand years old; it was carried

to Europe, along with spices and sandalwood, by Arab traders.

The simplest numeration systems are very closely related to tallying.

For instance, the Romans used I, II, and III for the first three

numbers. Of course, this sort of notation is completely impractical

for large sets, and people soon found ways of simplifying the naming

system. The first step was to count by groups of some agreed-upon size,

so that, for example, we might refer to seven dozen eggs, or a gross

(twelve dozens) of pencils.

Let us state in mathematical terminology just what this sort of

"grouping" amounts to. Suppose we are trying to describe a set which

has a great many members. We select a subset of some standard number

of members (like a dozen, or a gross) and partition (spilt up) the set

into as many equivalent subsets as possible. There may or may not be a

remainder (that is, members left over). Thus if 5 is the standard

number, we may partition the set
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o
o

00
into the sets

t

0
0
0

0

and describe the original set as consisting of 2 fives and 3 ones.

The number of members of the standard subset is more or less arbitrary.

Thus we describe the number of members of the set pictured above in any

of the following ways:

Fives Ones

2 3

Threes Ones

1

Tens Ones

3

We customarily group by tens -- presumably because we have ten fingers.

Computing machines customarily group by twos, and the barefoot Mayans

grouped by twenties.

This system of counting by groups has been used by most civilizations.

But as greater and greater numbers of objects were considered, new names

for greater and greater standard numbers became necessary. ThAs the

Romans u6ed I, V, L, C, D, and .M for one, five, fifty, one hundred,

five hundred, and one thousand. At each stage,'as names foe greater

numbers were needed, a new symbol was needed: But the Hindu system

circumvents this difficulty by assigning meaning to the place a digit

occupies, and manages to create numerals for every. number from the ten

symbols: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. This is a truly

a remarkable achievement.

The idea of groxiPing, together with place value, is enough t,) permit us

to assign numerals tp the first hundred numbers. The step from the patt,.in:

Tens Ones

4 7

to the numeral 47

0 0
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is a simple one, and it should be clear thau this number is to be

assie-,ed to a set which consists of 4 tens and 7 ones. The

number 10 is described in precisely the same way: this is the

number which is to be assigned to a set of 1 ten and 0 ones.

We say that the right hand digit is in the ones' place, and that

its neighbor on the left is in the tens? place.

There is a further step in our system of numeration. Supp,se that

set consists of 23 tens and 4 ones. In counting the 23 tens

we would mormally group these in tens, so that our record keeping

mightlook like either of thdlfollowing:

Tend Ones Tens of tens Tens Ones

23 14 2 3

In either case, naming this number 234 is completely natural. We

say.that the right hand digit is in the oneJt place, its left ha'-3

neighbor in the tens? place, and the next left hand digit is in the

hundreds' place, We All tens of tens "hundreds", and we call tens

of tens of tens "thousands ". But the practice of naming these greater

numbers eventually becomes impractical and we fall back on the

numerals. Thus

234,465,79,345,863,456,998,567,452,345,7u5,989

names a certain number in a perfectly well-defined way, but it

is doubtful if many of us rmember the ordinary names beyond quadrillion.

NOTE:

The sequence of topics in this chapter may require a little explanation.

We begin by partitioning a set into as many sets of ten as possible. We

then record the number of sets ten (number of tens) and the number in the

remaining set (the number of ones). Then we begin to name hese numbers.

Following this introduction to the meaning and writing of 2-digit numerals,

the so-called "teen numbers", 11 through 29, are considered.

Difficulties arise because the pattern of naming is more complex than the

2/ naming of the numbersoin the twenties, thirties and so on. Eleven and

twelve have very special names, but the namc, of the "teens" reverse the

usual pattern-. For instance, in "thirteen" thb first part of the word is

associated with ones and the last part with ten. On the ocher hand, in

"twenty-seven" the reverse is true.
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Again, note that the numeral "10" was delayed until we could assign

it the natural meaning: one ten and zero ones.

...-'

:tLi '
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6-1. COUNTING BY TENS AND ONES

OBJECTIVE: To help children learn to count sets with many members by

counting sets of ten.

VOCABULARY: (No new terms.)

MATERIALS: Flannel board squares an0 strips of ten, similar flannel

board material, other types of counting materials.

BACKGROUND NOTE:

A set of objects nay be partitioned into subsets of ten memb,?rs each

and a set of not more than 9 objects. (We do not use the t,t:m "partition"

with the children.) In this lesson the children learn to do this partitioning

into subsets of ten and to name the number of members in the set; e.g.,

3 tens and 7 ones, or (orally) thirty and seven.

TEACHING NOTE:

There are very few pages in the pupils' book for use with this lesson.

This is not an oversight. Teachers have found that actual manipulation of

sets of objects is much more effective than working with pictures of sets.

Such pictures necessarily either group the members of the set artifica]ly

or else present an impossibly cluttered appearance.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place thirty-four flannel cut-outs in a box. Ask the children to count

with you as you remove ten from the set and place the objects in a row on

the flannel board. Be sure they understand that "ten" or "ten ones" are the

names that tell how many. Place anothc set on the flannel board that matches

the set already there.

How many members in the second row? (Ten.)

Do we have to count to know that there are ten? (No. The first row

has ten members and the second row matches the first.)

How many sets of ten are on the flannel board? (2.)

Do the same 1 r a third set of ten. Then show the remaining 4 objects.

Dc we have Enough to make another row of ten? (No.)

How many sets of ten do we have? (3.)

What is another name for three sets of ten? (Thirty.)
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What number tells how many object. are not in sets of ten? (4.)

These are the ones.

How many ones are there? (4.)

How many objects were in the box? (Many answers should be given, such

as 3 tens and 4 ones, thirty plus four, thirty-four.)

If we counted the memoers of the setof the flannel board, are you

certain that there would be thirty-four memsers? (Yes. Three tens

and 4 ones are thirty-four.)

Just to be sure, let's count together.

The counting, of course, verified that o tens and 4 'nes are the same

as thirty-four ones. Counting is introduced here to emphasi.te this concept

and to provide practice in counting beyond ten.

Repeat the experience with a set in which tde number ,)f members is 0.

N-w how many sets of ten do we have? (4.)

We have separated all our material int. sets of tens.

Do we have a set of ones? (No. There are no members in the bet oi

What is the number that we use to tell that a set has ra, members? (O.)

How many sets L_f ten do we have, and how many ones? (4 tens and 0 )nes.)

Use other type.: )f material to develop understanding of c unting by tent

and ones.

Provide earn hill with sets f paote -ticks -r ts.her ,mall bjects to

use in counting set: of ten: and raes. It 1. h-t necessary te count these

set materials LeIore giving them to the childten. F ,1 example, 11 pacts

sticks are used, just :ive each child a good handful. Y u will want a

random assortment of number name. Sinoc some children are mote or iient

in counting and/or pairing, wait until everyone has
'-. unted at least to

sets of ten. Then the untounted paste .,tick:.. Be use t leave

the majority of children .ith some ,emaining oeto ef no:, Y a dill ..ant

the recording of the numerals for the.,e numbers t iary 'r 0 - in the

one's column. D-aw a chart on the chalk board to use in

recording the names of the numbers. Explain toe meaning Tc ns Cca, S

of the words. Then call on the children to tell ho. many

tens and ones they have counted. A. each child answers,

ask where the numerals to: tne numbers that tell how many

tens and how many ones should be written. Emphasise that toe tent numeral

is written first; then the ones. Use every uppertunity that ',resent: itself
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to ask about the placement of the tents and pnets digits as well as the name

of the number until you are certain that every child understands (probably

several weeks!). As each numeral is written ask f)r the name of the number,

e.g., twenty-five, sixt:'.-one, etc.

Put sets of small objects for counting into boxes or envelopes. Write

a letter of the alphabet on eacl. box or envelope. Give each child a paper

which is marked:

A 'ens ons

B tens onbs:

C tens ones

D tens ones

tens ones

Children may rk az teams .d. a] ,ne, to count contents of envelope and

record the number rT '-oto t, tens and ones Atte,' a child has completed one

envelope, he replaces its contents and exchsnges it f:r another envelope.

One child of a team may serve as the recorder or each may want to keel

his own chart. A class chart can be used in order to verify the independent

charts. Children can help in setting up materials of this kind. The number

of objects in the bnvelopes can be changed and the activity repeated.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOCK, pages 171-L52

A.k the children to in,- 5,et r. of tE,h, cunt the number of sets th(y

have ringed, and record the numeral in the len'. lumn. Then determine

the number ,-rf ne and vo- this numeral in the net: coluim. 11) doubt

you will want to pr:vide additional work etc of this kind for children

who need to develop more kJ in pein'ormih,r this kind oi

FURTHER ACTIVITIES:

1 There is a decided adyntar_Le 4hen tea'llin; the "teens" numbLr-, if child/en

already know the names ,f thesP numbers. Prepare f ,r this by pr,vidirnL

zome daily experience in countirnz children, cnailn, bi,ok- days .)ri the

i!aierldar, et, . Tni: 1,es not mean that tho children sh ul n)t be

permitted t, count bey nd O. IncreaLe the number d' -,Ljectlo t LP

dn'ed a3 the 'hildren master the name: of the numbers.
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2. Repeat the procedure of having children count sets of tens and ones

as many times as is necessary to develop the understandings.

3. Provide a number line with the whole numbers from 0 through 100 that

can be attached to the sides of the chalk board in such a manner that

children can touch the numerals. Hold up ten bundles of ten and ask

one child to point to the numerals on the number line as the children

count the sets by tens. A great deal of practice will be needed bef,re

most children will be able to locate the numerals for the multiples of

ten as quickly as the children name the numbers.
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Tens and Ones

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

xx

Tens Ones XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xx

Tens Ones

2 2 2
,

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxx

Tens Ones XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

Tens Ones

3 ,3
-- a

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

X

Tens Ones XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

x

Tens Ones

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxx

Tens Ones XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

Tens Ones4 9

151
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Tens and Ones

XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX

Tens Ones XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX

Tens Ones

c5 0

XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXX
X

Tens Ones
XX

Tens Ones

_5 / 2

XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXX

Tens Ones XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

Tens Ones

2 0 a
.

XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
xxx,,,

TensjOnes XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xx

Tens Ones_

3 _27Z .5--- 2

152
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6-2. ELEVEN, TWELVE, AND THE TEENS

OBJECTIVE: To associate the spoken names and written numerals for the

numbers 11-19.

VOCABULARY: Eleven, twelve, thirteen, ... nineteen.

MATERIALS: Flannel board materials, blocks, sticks, etc. (One ten and

ten ones of each.)

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place ten objects on the flannel board and have children name the

number of the set. Refer to the tents and one's chart drawn on the chalkboard.

How many sets of ten? (One.)

Where should I write the numeral in the chart? (In the first column.)

Did we have any members left over after we made the set of ten? (N,.)

What numeral should I write in the one':, column? (Zero.)

Place another object on the flannel board, underneath at the left.

How many do we have njw? (One ten and one, or ten and one more.)

If someone ,uggests that there are eleven, ask the children to go back

to the beginning and -ount by ones to determine that eleven is the correct

name. If no ,ne suggests eleven, supply the word and then ask the ohlldren

to count.

How many sets of ten? (1.)

Where should I ,,rite the numeral that names the number of tens? (In

the tents column or in the first column.)

How many ones? (1.)

Where should I write thib numeral? (In the net., column or in the

second column.)

Look at the numeral (11) carefully.

Lo both of ibiese ones mean tno same thing? (Na,. One mean ,,no ten

and the other one, one.)

Whicn one meRns one ten? (The one in the first lumn. Tie in front.)

t
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Using the same procedure, place another object and develop the idea of

twelve as 10 and 2 more, or twelve ones. Continue with thirteen. Be

sure children know they are saying thirteen, not thirty. This same waluing

applies to the other teen names which are closely related to the names of

the multiples of ten. Be careful to enunciate very carefully so that children

will hear the difference. (Notice that if the names for sets with one ten

and some ones followed the same pattern as the other number names of the

twenties, thirties, etc., we would say something like "onety-one, onety-two,

etc." It would not be quite so hard if we said, "Teen-one, teen-two, teen-

three, teen-four", but that just isntt the way itts done in the English

language!) Use other sets of materials and emphasize the oral names, and

the idea of one ten and so many ones. List the numerals vertically.

Discuss how the numerals for ten, eleven, twelve and thirteen are

alike (1 in tents column) and different (number of ones increases by one

so pattern is 0, 1, 2, 3). With some classes, it probably will he wise

to stop at "thirteen" the first day. The number of teens introduced per day

will depend upon the teacher's judgment of the understanding of the children.

It would be desirable to return to 10 and review each time new numerals

are introduced.

later on.

'Many children will

in both a vertical

A thorough

benefit

and a horizontal

understanding of the teens will save much difficulty

from actice in writing the numerals 0 - 19

farm, e.g.,

0 10

1 11
and

0 2

2 12 10 11 12

etc.

It is helpful to provide worksheet:, that have boen rulod t indicate the

arrangement desired.

USING THE PUPILtS BOOK, page 153

Ask children to ring sets of ton and rec,ird the numeral in th tent.;

column. Then determine the number cl crier: anj rov_rd till_ numeral in the

onets column.

Pages 154 - 1551

For each set, make a rim, er.uni tho numeral that nun, the number u'

members in the set.
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Tens and Ones

XXXXXXXXXX

Tens Ones
XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXX

Tens Ones

/ ,3

XXXXXXXXXX

x

Tens Ones

xxxxxx

Tens Ones

/ / 6

XXXXXXXXXX

xx

Tens Ones
XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxx

Tens Ones

l 2 /

XXXXXXXXXX

XXX

Tens Ones
XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX

-Tens Ones

/ `--3
/ ,e

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxx

Tens On ,

XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxx

Tens Ones

/ / 9

153



How many?

nonnonnonn
noon 17

* * * -A- -A- *

13

17

19

ftLQ reN
14

16

18

19

154
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How many?

12

14

18

14

2--L44e1

-411- 2-1&:-

155

17

10
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FURTHER ACTIVITIES:
9

Give many opportunities fsr separating sets fewer th-n 20 into tens and ones,

record'ng and saying the result as tens and ones and as the. teen number.

1. Hold up a numeral card and ask the children to show a set with the

appropriate number ,,f tens and ones.

n Write numerals on halkbuard and have the children draw a ring around the

digit that names the tens or the digit that names the ones.

With "SHOW-ME" cards have children show the numeral from ten-and-ones

instructions and from the spoken word. (See below for construction

of "SHOW-ME" cards.)

HOW TO MAKE "SHOW-ME" CARTE

1. Use a piece of tagboard 6" x ,. Fold up 2" from the bottom.

2. Staple as marked to make 3 pockets, each almost 2" wide.

V ,

I

I I I

Cut a strip of tagboard 18" x 4" irto 12 strips 11" x 4".
-2

With felt pen, write numerals as follows

0 0
;

1

Li

7
j

6 7 9

Children :should be taught early to lay out numeral cards in order

on their desk.; and to rep'ace them in order. ;
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5. In the game, the children figure out the solution to a problem y,Ju give

orally or on the chalkboard. They then place th numerals for the
4

answer in the pockets, hold the cards against their chests with the

answers concealed until you say, "Show-me!" Then all turn the answers

toward you, while you make a quick survey to see who is right.

Note:

Show-Me cards and cards on which the numerals may be written an be

purchased reasonably at any school supply house.

tl

eV.
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6-3. SPOKEN NAMES OF THE NUMBERS: 21 THROUGH 99

OBJECTIVE: To develop the ability to name the cardinal number of a set

of more than twenty members by identifying a multiple of ten

ana counting on from that number.

VOCABULARY: The spoken names of numbers from 21 through 99.

MATERIALS: Different kinds of objects in sets of tn1 and ones.

TEACHING NOTE:

Children who are not proficient in counting sets of ten (ten, twenty,

thirty, etc.) will. find counting from a given multiple difficult.

Work sheets for pupils are rot recommended here.

SUGGESTED PROCECTRE:

Place 2 tens and 5 ones on the flannel board.

Who can tell how many members are in the set on th,.! flannel board?

(Two tens and 5 ones, or possibly twenty and five.)

Cover the 5 ones with tagboard.

How can we count the tens in a short way? (Ten, twenty.)

Then lctts go on from twenty: twenty-one, twenty -two, twenty-

three, twenty-four, twenty-five.

Repeat with several different sets. Children will need a great deal of

practice counting together in this way.

a Prepare materials in sets of ten and ones. Give each child two bundles

of ter and nine ones. Ask the children -to represent the numbers one

tough nine, then ten. Sine the children were not given 10 ones, the

only representation of ten available to them is one ten. i,7atch to see

that every child clear:, the top of the desk and displays only one set of

ten. Continue with the representation of 11- 1). As each number is

represented, ask the children to count the members to make certain the

modcis are iorre2t. This will reinforce counting on from a given multiple

of ten. Then elThabize that the next number is twenty, which can be

reprc.ente: ey tio bundles of ten. Continue on through [_'). A lesson like

thee should be rep.atC, :,vverai times with these and uther dcades.
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Children who can represent with set material the number that is one

greater than, say, 39 by showing 4 sets of ten display that they

have learned something about the base of our number system.

Note:

While working with bundles DI' tens and ones, you are teaching children

about the base of our number system. Do not confuse this with place-value.

Place-value is involved only if you represent the number of these bundles

of tens and ones in numeral form, e.g., 39, )7, etc. A chart ;:ay be

used in teaching place-value if you use the digits as in: Tens

You can also use strips of some sort that do not

differentiate between tens and ones unless placed

in the chart as in Tens Ones for 32.

7;

Ones

2
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6-4. THE WRITTEN NUMERALS: 20 THROUGH ),)

OBJECTIVE:

VOCABULARY:

MATERIALS:

To help children associate the correct written numerals, as

well as spoken names, with the numbers 20 to ?9.

(No new words.)

Different kinds of objects for ceuntinGI bllocks, sticks, pegs,

flannel board materials, etc. Show-Me cards for further activities.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

This activity should follow many experiences with counting and naming

sets of ten and single objects. The children should be able, for example,

to name a set of 4 tens and '; ones as forty and five, and as forty-five.

Place three stacks of ten blocks and a stack of two blocks on the chalk

tray. Have children name, in several ways, the number of memiers in the set.

(3 tens and 2 ones; thirty-two.)

Begin a tabulation on a chart showing:

Tens 1 Ones

3 2

Place sets of ten small :bjects on the flannel board. Have children

tell, in two ways, now many there are. Make ,? bundles of ten sticks each

and put them with sticks on a table. A.k a child to tell the number of

tens and one:. C-ntinue tc devel)p the chart as each of these sets is counted.

3how 4 :ets of ten and 7 ,ne_. Have children tell where you jnould write

the numeral fer the tens and the numeral for the ones for each set of objects.

The chart mig,ht l like this

Tins

0

r,
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Baca of these numbers can be named in several different irays.

When we see the numerals on the chart, we read tens and ones.

We may say thirty and two or thirty plus two.

We also say thirty-two.

We write: 32.

Continue to rewrite the numerals from the chart.

A completed chart might 1 ,ok like this:

Tens Ones Numerals

3

5

1;

2

0

6

32

50

26

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, page ],56

In each case tne child is t show the other way to name the number.

Page 157.

Write the numeral which names the number f ,)b,lects in the net.
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Two Names For A Number

Write another name.

Tens Ones

is2 7

Tens Ones

is --74 7

Tens Ones

is 3O3 0

Tens Ones

is __55 6

Tens Ones

is
9C

9 6

Tens Ones

is 08 3

Tens Ones

is 292 9

156
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,How many?

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

FFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

FF

J--2

* * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * *
* * * * *

0000000000

0000000000

0000000000

0000000000

0000000

PPPPPPPPPP

PPPPPPPPPP

PPPPPPPPPP

PPPPPPPPPP

PPPPPPPPPP

A

itititititititititit

Atitititititit / Y

2/ 1f

157
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6-5. ORDER RELATIONS FOR NUMBERS 0 THROUGH )9

OBJECTIVE: T: extend the ideas of "greater than" and "less than" to

include the numbers 11 through

VOCABULARY: (Review) greater than, less than.

MATERIALS: Sets T sticks or small counting materials bundled intr, tens

and ones; a number line.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place a set pf 2 ten:: and a ,,et of tens on a table or desk.

Identify the members f the set: a: sticks in bundles of tea and ask the

children which set has m:. re member:. This may be determined by counting

by tens and by pairl:w. Hold up the c-ts of ten.

How many tens? ( .)

What is a namt. f,r three tenc? (This

What numeral name'

Write 1,0 on to, 14nktJard and repeat the same procedure with the 4

sets of ten. Nec under -0 on the -halkboard.

Which is ..'reatb.. to r 40? (Forty.)

How d) you kn ,w this is true? (A set T 4 tens r 40 has more

members than a sg-t tens )r

Forty is how much greater than ;0? (One ten flr 10.)

Leave these numerlis n the ,Aialkb ,ard and 'event the p..,.edure using 20

and 41) and 0, etc.

L)ok at the numerais ,n the on.-r. -.. ,nrd.

The first pair 1s -0 and 40.

Which numeral names the greater numlffr? (40.)

How an you tell just by 1L,,,kine, at these tws numeral,, toot thi is so?

(L ok at the tent.; ligit. it is greater than j s- 4 ten:, is greater

than tens t .0 is greater than )0.)

F,rty is rr,;, mu .r. greater th,,In )0? (Ono ten sr 10.)

Can you tell from the numerals that 40 is 10 reatr tonn ;0?

(L)Jk at the ton's iigit. 4 Is 1 ,rater than 4 tons

i t,rn greater than tens. 4n i 10 greater than ;O.)
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Consider the otner pairs numerals in the same way. Help children

generalize that if there are the same number of ones in two numbers, then

we need only compare the tens.

It is helpful to draw a number line like-the one belJw on the chalkboard.

0 10 20 30 40 5o 6o 70 80 90

For example, place a finger under 30 and another under 40 and ask

which numera] names the greater nunber. Encourage children to indicate

how the arrangement 3f the numerals on tat number line helps them determine

the g eater number. If a child says that 40 is greater than 30 because

40 , after or behind 30 8n the number line, comment, "Yes, 40 is

greater than i0 since 40 is to the right of 30 ua th,' number line."

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, page 158:

Ring the numeral for the greater of the,two numbers in each set.

Page 159:

Read the title. Discuss the first exercise with the pupils. Ask

which of the numeralS name numbers greater than O. (' 0, 70). Dtrerst

the children to ring the numerals =0 and (O. Have the children work

independently on the other extrcises.

Repeat the same procedure but ask fur the number that is less than a given

one and now much Less. D) not 'e numbers that differ by rm,re than 10.
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Which is greater?

10
...--,

;20'
S...-.,'

50

30

20

20

158.

. e

01'
40

50

0).



Which is greater?

40 10 r ii (7-0\1, 20
`... 4, .._

70 89) 20 90 30

20 40 10 (60D 7(e

30 10

80 20 30 10

159

4

313

Ye



USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, page160:

Read the title. Direct the children to look at the first exercise.

Ask which :IT the numerals names the lesser of the two numi,ers in the set.

(70.) Direct the children to ring the numeral 70. Have the children work

independently on the other exercises.

Page 161:..

Read the title. Direct the children's attention tc le first exercise.

Ack the children tc name two numbers named in the exercise that are less

that, 40. (20, 2,0.) Direct the children to ring the numerals 20 ana

30. Iave the children work independently on the other exercises.

: .1



Which is iess?

40

50S

0
20-

0
90

160

5 U

/

315

60

zo

40

80
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Which is les5?

40 50 (:30; 80 (id)

70 C50) 90 40

.4-'

50 70 (20) (4

90 (D (69 ClCD

60

.20 e

80 70



,

Page 162:

317

This is a teaching page. Read the title page. Read the first exercise.

Wheh tne children give the correct answer (20) select a child to write

the numeral in the space provided. Direct the children to write the numeral

in their texts. Continue for all the exercises. If a child has trouble let

him use objects (sets of 10) to discover the answer.

"S.

do.

.....-.0"-
...,

/ ,t.....
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Name the number.
Teaching Page

10 greater than

10 is

30 is '7

50 is 0
80 is

60 is 70 20 is
,'

. 10 less than

20 is / (i)
90 is /0

40 is 0 6 50 is

70 is 30 is 2
162
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Place_ a set of 34 (3 bundles of ten and 4 ones) and a set of 64

(6 bundles of ten and ones) on a table or desk. Ask the children

which set has more members. This may be determined by counting (tens and

ones) and by pairing. Point to the set of 34.

How many tens? (3.)

How many ones? (4.)

What is the name of the number? (Thirty-four.)

Write 34 on the chalkbaord and repeat the same procedure with the set

of 6 tens and 4 ones and write 64 under j4 on the chalkboard.

Which is greater, 34 or 64? (64.)

How do you know this is true? (A set of 6 tens and 4 ones or

64 has more mombors than a set of 3 tens and 4 ones or 34.)

Leave these numerals on the chalkboard and repeat the procedure using 42

and 62, 76 and 2o, etc.

Look at the numerals on the chalkboard.

The first pair is j4 and 64.

Which numeral names the greater number? (64.)

Hu can you tel just by looking at these two numerals that this is so?

(The one's digits are the same. Look at the ten's digit. 6 is greater

than 3 so 6 tens is greater than 3 tens. 64 is greater than 34.)

Consider the other pairs of numerals in the same way. Help children

generalize tnat since there are the same number of ones in the two numerals,

we need only compare the tens as we did with the multiples of 10. The number

line used with the multiples of ten can be used as an aid if the children

realize that they need only compare the ten's digits.

USING THE PUPIL'S T100K, page 1.63:

Read the title. Direct the children to look at the first exercise.

Ask, "Which is greater 6', or 2' V When a child gives the correct answer

(6') direct the children to ring the numeral 6'. Children work independently

on the other exercises.

Page 164:

Read the title. Direct the children to look at the first exercise.

Have the children read each number named. A.k, "Which numbers named are

greater than j ?" P3, 3, 4; all -)f them.) Direct the children

to ring numerals tnat name numhers greater than Children work independently

on other exercises.
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Which is greater?

(6g)

25

29

23

437)

870

66

36

79

163

26

43)
33



Which is greater?

321

33 ;83) ft153) (,13) (43)

75 65

42 22 32

81 61 51 21

67 47 37

98 28 88 48 78

164
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Repeat the same procedure and ask for the number that is less than a given one.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 165 - 166:

Use ti.e same procedure as you used on pages 163 and 164 for greater

than.



Which is less?

5i)
82

93

(83)

88

061
54

73

165

323

87

99

(0
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Which is less?



Place a set of bundles cf ten and 2 ones) and a net cf

bundles Df ten and nes) Aa a table ,r desk. Ask the children

which set has more members. This may be determined by c urting (tens and

ones) and by pairing. P int to the set A L2.

How many tens? (:.)

H\,, many ones? (1. ,

What is the name of the number? (Thlrt;f-tw

Write L.2 Al the chalkboard and repeat toe pr.,cedure with the set

tens and ( ones and write ;7 under ,n the chalkboard.

Which is greater, .2 or q?

How do you kn)w this lc correct? (A .;et 1 ; ten., and 7 ones has

more members than a set l tern, and 2 ones. is greater

than -2.)

Do these two numerals name the numbers that have the same number uf

tens? (Yes.)

Dc tney have the same number i ones? (No, a set .f -7 has more

ones than a .,et of

Leave these numerals n the chalkboard and repeat the pr cedure using

and t2, '4: and , etc. R, ,r-d the pal', of numerals as you ecruAder

them.

L)ok at the numeral.; on the ehalkb arl.

The first pair is L.2 and J(.

Which numeral names the greater number? )

Can el,-) tell ju.A by at these tw. nmierals that till:

(Yes. The ten'.; di 'it an the came. L at the one': (

re.,ter than . ( i 'eat,.- than

C Alside,. the A. - pal s 1 nx'aal, in Lb L.Imr, say. Help children

general that 1.1 the ,e a,e the :amc nd_Uer I tens in the numbrs then

we need -nly compilre the number

1-W., PUPIL' 3 13(.p.,K", i ace l(, (

Use the same p: 'e Jut as you udei 1 ,r
.

Repeat the cIa 11, 2edu,e and ask fd tt -,umber which is less than a

given 'ne.

USING THE P1f0 knnz,

1.7:e the ..ame prb.eduze ac y d toed fur page:,

325
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Which is greater?

34

61.2

(

83

.-

08
36

167

35

603
64



Which is greater?

23 (27) (25) 20,

45 42 44

76 71 75 74

\

32 31

i
.f.

87 82 83

168

P'

327-
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Which is less?

65

24

21

7;)
79

45

34

169

4

1,111111t

59

46

10)

84



/
Which is Ifss?

329

33

.er

38 (32) 35 (3-1)

57 58

23 29 25 (11) 24

49
LOD (45) 610 E4D

170
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Write the numerals lo and on the chalkboard and ask the en.: dram to

tell which, names the greEher number.' Ask the children how they know that

16 is grieatex than 6. Try to obtain several different explanations.

lise qet ma- terials to show that a set of 16 has more members than a set

of 6. Represent lo as 1 ten 6 ones and 6 as 6 ores. Place a

number line (0-100) - across the chalkboard o., that the children can touch

the numerals. Indicate that 16 is to the right of 6 on the numser

Then continue by.aoking whether all numbers in the teens are greater than

the numbers which contain 0 tens. Ask whether every number in the fifties

is greater than numbers in the thirties, and so on. Continue with specific

e;:amples:

(
Which is greater, > or 1.7? jett7:``)

Is two tens and five ones greater than ore ten and ones? (Yes.)

Which greater, 37 or 40? And so on.

In each case, restate the problem in terms of ten and nes zind then use the

number line t indi late the relative position ,f the numeral s that name

the numbers.

If ..we have niuncers between 10 and 4 4, which di44ith tot, numeral:.

should look at first t help us decide '.,hich is the .;Ieater number?

(The ten's digit.)

If the numerals have the same ten',, digit, h -de .hich

number is g: eater? (The ;_;net:,4

Wriite numerl. n tinec1.31.kti)ard and have c1.11tin a., a I Int; a:, un th_

numeral f, . the g: Bate. millabe; . Have them tti y they henitati

which 11,m,t the numeral nam. : the ten:, co I ti.e ;14

1%2,i/3G THE PUPIL'; BOOK, rage 171:

Head the t. toe ,..11,. t . at the r t

A -Ic ; .'reat.er '? ( .) Who th,hil o 14"1.424-t

;ins t4 t a r- . 1 11.4 ;J., rK in,144pen ier tly

n tr.e t

Use th,- -a-, .4;lure- i r tnan a' v 1. ,;r ,,a;;. r than

n I a.
Pa:" 1 (,3 :

i.' -ad the tit le. Dir.- 't ;itt, ,h t t /.4.1

Ask at ter it iCread,
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What number is 1 greater than 23? (24).

When the children have given tile correct en:-..er, direct them t,-, write 24

in the blank space. Chi? iron '..,rk indepenlently cm the rest cf the excroi,fes.

Page 174:

Use the same pr,cedu:e %L. y ,t, did f r page 173.
---

)

1

l

a
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Which is greater?

(16) 27

.

17
(

24 30

.

13

79 (81/ 77 96 65 32

19 E 58 68 23

10 6 45 50 88 6)-.

53 97 61 59 a 69 49

1
171
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Which is less?

21 (1-0

91

28

10

50

95

97

61

56 X49

32) 61

36

79) 81

17 013

30

65

0

172
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Name the number.

1 greater than

23 is ") 7:
e..... -1.-

45 is 4,6

32 is (33

54 is

76 is

98 is

67 is

81 is

77

/2

9 9

173
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.." 1 less than ,

42 is

25 is

87 is

53 is

L

iL
i t
X52

v4

64 is Co

36 is .6,-.

92 is /1/

,

78 is ZZI

174
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FURTHER ACTIVITIES:

1. Write a numeral on the chalkboard and have children name the

number that is one greater or one less than the one whose name

you have written. 'Ask them to name the number that is ten

- greater or less.

2. Let children use hundreds-square paper (10 rows of 10 squares)

and write numerals from p through 99.

3. Numerals may be written either vertically or holizontally.

To check understanding of greater than and less than, write

on the chalkboard:

cl2, 21

45, 49

62, 57

38, 25

70, 39

98, 89

Ask children to'copy the pairs of numerals and draw a ring around

the one in each pair that names the greater number. (They will ring

21, 49, 62, 38, etc.) The activity may b varied by asking them

to draw a ring around the numeral for the lesser number in each pair.

On the other days you may, wish co write 3 numerals in each group

and ask children t draw a red ring around the numeral for the greatest

number and a blue ring around the numeral for the least number.

4. Give each child three numeral cards and a piece of lined writing

paper. The child is to arrange the three numeral cards in order

from least to greatest number.

23
F31 68

The child then copies the three numerals on his paper. When

the first set is finished the child gets a new,seu of cards and

repeats the activity for another set of cards. It is possible to

modify this work by giving some children only two cards and other .

children as many as five cards.
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Pages 175-176:

These are practice pages similar to. those before. Use the same

procelure as for page 163.

Page 177

ReaT the title. Direct the children to look at the first exercise.

Ask

Which number is the least? (19.)

Where shall I put 19? (Iit the first box on the left.)

Which of 25 and 31 is less? (25.)

Where shall I put\ 25? (In the middle box.)

Which number is the greatest? (31.)

Where shall I put 11? (In the last box; in the box at the right.)

Pupils work independently on the other exercises.
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Which is greater?

12

14

175



Which is less?

31

96

a



Order of Numbers

Write in Order from the Least to the Greatest

19 31 25 94 - 284,1. 54

Ist-.1
. ,

,

: ,

'-'s :..
,/ .--1., ,

,, ..., ,...

*--ss. :

.-:
,._..) 1

86 45 29. 23 12 , 18

9 .4 A.' /2 /1 2j
56 84 99 53 36 16

, 14 9 % / c5' .J-.:,:

63 48 72 15 34 83

4/ 3 72 /. ,, fc3
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Game for three children. Each child starts with '20 numergi cards,

any of the set 0 through 99; no duplicates. The cards are in a stack,

face down. Each.child turns'one card face up. The children compare

the three numbers named, and the child whose numeral card names the

greatest number takes all. three cards and puts them on the bottpm of

his stack.

1 '
.... .)

cp
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Chapter 7

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

BACKGROUND
4

You may want to review the. background for Chapter 1, where the

fundamental definitions concerning addition and subtraction were made.

We recall, forrexample, that 3 + 5 is the number of members in the

-set obtained by joining a set of 5 members to a set of '3 members

and 5 - 3 is the number of members remaining if a subset consisting

oT 3 me-..bers is removed from a set of 5. 4

O

The idea of partitioning _ts is used in this chapter primarily for

-reinforcement of various number relationships, but we shall later

use cartitioning into equivalent sets.in the discussion of place:value

and division. Partitioning a set is just separating it into two

disjoint subsets. For example, we may partition the set consisting of

Mildred, Jean, Stan, and Mary into the set consisting of Mildred, Jean,

and Stan, and the set consisting of Mary. (We shall later partitign a

set into more than-two subsets.).

Partitioning is related to both joining and removing. For example, if

we join the set consisting of Mildred, Jean, and Stan to the set consisting

of Mary, we have the original-set consisting of Mildred, 'Jean, Stan,

and Mary. Becfiuse of the relation between.joining and addition, we see

that, in general, the number of mc,abcrs in the original set is equal to

the'stim of the number of members kn the. two sets of-the partition (in

this case, '4 = 1 1.- 3 or 4 = 3 + 1). Then, 4 -.3 = 1, and in gene:-al,

the number of members of the original sL., minus the number of members of

one of thesets of the partition is the number of members of the other

set of the partition.

There are also otner problems which lead to subtraction equations. For

es,.ample: If John has 5 marbles and Ted has 3 marbles, how many more

maedes has John? We may think of pairing Ted's marbles with John's,

as shown on the next page,



c

.30

O

t

John's /(51 fa Ted's
1

$0 r ;0
0.1

removing from the set of John's marbles a set which is equivalent to

Ted's, and identifying the number of theremaining set. Sir.' -'e the

number of Ted's marbles is equal to the number of the equivalent

subset of John's marbles, we see that John has 5 - more marbles
than Ted.

The following is a closely related problem: if Jiin nas marbles
and Ted has 3 marbles, how many marbles must we give Ted L_ that he has
as many as John? Schematically, we can pose the question as :ollows:

0 Ted's

O
0

If we remove from the set of John's marbles a subset which is equivalent

to Ted's set, then the remaining set is equivalent tc tlik ...nhnown set.

We conclude that we must give Ted 5 -

The last description of subtraction in terms sets ieed: t a

formulation which does not depend on sets, tut only on the ideas

of addition which we have already introdued. (9f(course, the

definition of addition does depend on manipul. on of sets.)

Suppose again that John has marbles and Ted has and we
wish to know how many marbles to give Ted so the boys will Lave the same
number of marbles. The union of the set we give Ted and the let that

Ted has must be equivalent to the set of John'a marbles. Hence, the

number of marbles we must give, which is 5 - 3, is the answer to the

11

following question: *'; c ? = 5. In the same way, h - 2 it the answer

to the question, 2 + 9 h, and so on. This is sometimes called the

missing addend description of subtraction. It is irortant that children

work with this 'description as well as with the descriptions in terms of
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set manipulation since this will be the fundamental notion underlying

the subtraction of numbers in the later grades. In general, we try

to give the children experiLace with several of the ways that subtraction

problems arise'.

The number line is useful in learning about the operations of addition

and subtraatidn. If we think of 0 as the starting point, then each

numeral indicates the number of "jumps" required ,o get from the starting

point to the point marked by the numral. We may find the sum of 3
A

and 5 by taking 3 jumps, and then 5 jumps, and then reading the

numeral (which indicates the number of jumps taken from the starting point).

3 *umps 5 jumps

111

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3+5

3 + 5 = 8

Notice that ve do not have to count out the 3 jumps: the numeral

"3" shows where counting 3 jumps would have gotten us.

The number line can also be used for subtraction: 5 - 3 is the

number of jumps from the starting point which results from taking 5

jumps forward and then 3 jumps backward.

5 jumps

.

3

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ,9

5-3

5-3=2

Finally, we note that the number line, which we use here primarily for

reinforcement and variety, can be used in a very important way in

introducing such problems as 8 + CD = 12 and 12 - O = 5.

8 jumps 4 u s

0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8+4

8 4 4 = 12



0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1'c" 7

12 7 = 5



7-1. PARTITIONS AND ADDITION

OBJECTIVE: To reinforce and extend the child's understanding of addition

by using partitions of sets.

VOCABULARY: Partition.

MATERIALS: Flannel board objects, yarn, set materials for the children.

BACKGROUND NOTE:

347

Partitioning a set into two subsets simply means separating it into

two parts. Each member of the set with which you started then belongs to

just one of the two subsets. The union of the two subsets is the set with

which you started, and because of the relLtion between adding and joining,

each partition gives us information on addition. Thus the fact that a set

of 5 can be partitioned into a set of 2 and a set of .) shows us that

5 = 2 3 and 5 = ; -,- 2 (since joining and adding are both commutative.)

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place four cut-outs on the flannel board. Ask the children how many

members are in the set. Use yarn or any other suitable item to separate

this st into two subsets of 2 members each.

I have used this yarn to separate or PARTITION this set into two subsets.

How many members are in each subset? (2.)

Could I partition this set into two other subsets? (Yes.)

What could I do to show a different partition? (Move the yarn.)

Follow the suggestiur: of the children until all possible partitions of

two subsets have been shown. You probably will have to suggest the partitions

of 0, 4 and 4, 0.

Replace the set of 4 on the flannel board with a set of 5.

What is the number of members of the set? (5.)

Place a piece of yarn across the flannel board to show a partition of 3

and 2 members.

What is the rumber of members in one subset? (3.)

What is the number of members in the other subset (2.)

If we join these two sets, how many members will be In the new set? (5.)

1
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We can add the number of members of the subsets to find the number of

members in the set.

What is the eauation? (3 2 = 5.)

Write this equation on the chalkboard or use the flannel numerols and symbols

to display this equation on the flannel board.

We found the number of members in the set by adding 2 to 3.

We wrote 3 + 2 = 5. Can we find the number of members in the

set by adding 3 to 2? Can we write 2 + 3 = 5? (Yes.)

Record this equation and ask the children how the equations differ. The

diocussion should emphasize tnat the order in which the numbers are added

does not affect the result. Therefore, two addition equations can be written

for this partitisn.

Consider other partitions of a set of 5 members and write the addition

equations associated with these partitions on the chalkboard as the children

give them.

Continue the same procedure with sets of 6 through I; members. For

the partitions of each set, it is helpful to have the associated. equations

recorded on the chalkboard, e.g. 2 + 2 = 5, 2 + = 5. This enables the

children to see that a given :et may be partitioned in several ways. In

addition, children have the opportunity to develop the idea that a nber

may have several names.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 178-182:

These pages she.. partitions of various sets. Ask the children to write

equations for each partition. H to that if the set partition results in

two equivalent subsets, only one addition equation can be written.

Give the children careful directions for using these pages. For example,

on 178 direct their atteh.iJn to the first set. Ask

What is the number in the set? (,.)

H)w has the set been partitioned? (- members and 0 members.)

Who can write an equation for this partition of a cot with members?

(' -0 = 5, 0 4. 5 - 5.)
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partitions

1--

/ + 4.= L5-

2 +3 =5J

3 +2=5-

178

1





3,1

Partitions

4+3=7

2+,5= 7

180

I i

...
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Partffions

+ 7=

3=1
c3 =

LLL
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Provide each child with a set of objects, Tell them you are thinking of
a set of 4 that has been partitioned into 2 subsets and there are
3 members in one subset. Ask how many members are in the other subset.

Demonstrate on the flannel board how children can we a set of 4 objects
to answer your question.

Continue with similar questions concerning sets of 5 o. 6 members.

Have the children show with set objects how they would partition the

set if given the number of members in one subset in order to determine

the number of members in the other subset. When the technique is

established, write equations such as:

5 = 3 + 0

5 =0+ 3

6 = 2 + 0

6 =0+ 2

on the chalkboard. Have the children use the set objects to find the

number of members in the other subset. Help the children see that each

pair of equations can be completed from one partition.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 183-185:

Provide the children with set objects to aid them in completing the

equation. Guide the children as they do the first equation. Then allow

them to work independently.



COMPLETE THE EQUATIONS

5

=

+

5 =5

5 O +5

183 1

6

6

6+

a

355

+

4 +

6=

6
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COMPLETE THE EQUATIONS

7

7

7+
o

7 5

7

7

7

7 6

7

+ 7

+

+

5

+3

+

+6

1841. '4. 'i

8 5 -4--

8

3

+5

8 8 -i-

s

8

a +g

2\

7

+2

+

± 7

4



COMPLETE THE EQUATIONS

9 5 +

9

9

s
/

+

1

It

9 2+

q 7

q q

9 a

5

/

8

3

6

7

;-- 2

, a

+q

10= +

10=, LI- +

10=

10=10+

10=

if0= 9

10= / A-

10= g +

10=

357

7

+ 4

o

o

+10

185 1::' 1

/

9

2

*
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7=2. PARTITIONS AND SUBTRACTION

OBJECTIVE: To reinforce and extend the child's understanding of subtraction

and addition by using partitions of sets.

VOCABULARY: (No new terms.)

MATERIALS: .Smallobjects.

BACKGROUND NOTE:

If a set of 5 is partitioned into a set of 3 and a set of 2, cnd

if the set of 2 is removed, then the set of 3 is the remaining set. We

therefore see that 5 - 2 = 3, because of the relation between subtraction
4

and removing; by removing the set of 3, in similar fashion, that .5 - 3 = 2.

each partition thus leads to two subtraction equations. We have then 4

related equations (two addition and two subtraction) for each partition into

two non-equivalent subsets.

Throughout the following lesson, the children should use sets of small

objects to aid them in finding sums and differences.

SUGGESTED PROCELURE:

PRE-BOOK ACTIVIT.S:

Give each child 6. to ,10 objects. Ask him to partition the set on

his desk into any two subsets. (There will be many different partitions.)

Tell the children to r..ck up the objects in one of the subsets, thus removing

it from the set.

What set do you see row on he desk? (The other subset.)

Ask each, child to join the set still on his desk to the subset that he had removed.

What set is on your de k? (The set I started with.)

Ask children to make the same paftition again. This time ask them to remove

the other subset.

What set ision your desk? (The subset that we removed last time.)

Ask each to join the set he removed to the set that is on his desk.

Dc you have the set you started with? (Yes.)
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Discuss that removing either of the subsets of a partition leaves the

other subset as the remaining set, and that ,joining the subset which had been

removed to the remaining set results in the set with which they started.

Give each child seven objects. Ask the children to partition the set of

seven so that there are three members in one of the sets.

How many are in the other set? (4.)

What equation can we write about this partition? (7 = 3 + 4 and

7 = 4 +'3.)

If you remove the set of 2L, how many members are in the remaining set?

(4.)

What, equation suggests that xou are remoling a set of from a set

of 7? (Hopefully, 7 - 3 =4.)

Say that there are several'equatiol that are suggested by this partition.

Try to ge!t the children to state them: 3 + 4 = 7; 4 + Z = 7, 7 - 3 = 4,

7 -'4 = 3.

Continue"-working with pprti4ons of 7 and identifying the 4 equations

associated with each partition.

USING THE PUPTL'S BOOK, page;: 186 -189:

birect attention to the fitst set. Ask,

How many dots are in the set? (5.),

How many dots are in the'seton the right? (1.)

How many dots are in the set onthe left? (4.)

If we remove a set of 1 'from a set of 5, how many are in the
,

remaining set? (4.)

Who can write the equation for this partitioning? (5 - 1 = 4, 5 - 4 = 1.)

Children work independently on the rest of page.
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Complete the equations.

5

5

5 -3 =2
___ 3

-ix -.4 .v-

5 -
5 =

186

21

El O p El

6 2= 4
6 4= 2

A A Al

6 =

6 =



Complete the equations.

7 3 = 4
7 j/ = 3

A

2
7 =2 5-

opaciona

7

7 7

7

0

187

361

* * * * * * * *

8-/ = 0
8 0 = f

II a

8- = 2

0

8 3 = L5

8 5 3

1 :. ;
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Complete the equations.

9 = LO-

9 L.=- 4L

.4)
9 a =

9 9 = 0

DOD) 000000

9 6 = 3
9 3 =

0) 00000000

9 /
9 / = I

A A

9 7 2
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Play "Acting Out Number Stories". Ask a group of six children to come to

the front of the class to act out stories. Fo- example: To act out 6 = 2 +

the children separate into a group of 2 an a group of 4, and then the

groups come together. (2 + 4 = 6 or 4 + 2 = 6.) To act out 6 - 2 = 4,

they begin in one set, and then a set of 2 children move away from tne set

of 6. To act out a partition of 6 into a set of 2 and a set of 4,

they begin in a set of 6, then a set of 2 moves one way and a set of 4

moves the other way. (There are four equations for this play!) Ask the

other children to hold up their hands es soon as they think of an equation

that tells about the play, or later, ask them to write the equation on paper.

Dramatize problems such as the following. Children may use manipulative

materials to represent the objects in each story problem.

Four girls and three boys were playing kickball.

How many children were playing kickball?

Can you make an equation about the story?

Billy had 8 marbles.

He shared his marbles with John.

Billy kept 5 marbles.

How many marbles did John get?

Can you make an equation about the marbles?

Sally was helping her mother set the table.

She carried 4 plates to the table.

Then she went back to the kit.2hen t, get .-, more plates.

How many plates did Sally put on the table?

Can you make an equation about the plates?

Bill had 8 marbles.

He lost 5 of them.

How many marbles did he have left?

Can you make an equation about Bill's marbles?

Polly had 9 crayons.

She broke 4 of them.

How many good ones did she have left?

Can you make an equation about Polly's crayons?

Draw the picture below on the chalkboard

4

What addition equation can we write about this partition? (i + 2 = 5
or 2 + 3 = 5.)

4,
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Write the first equation given in the space provided.

We know there are 2 addition equations for this partition.

Tell me how to write the second one. (Children might say, "Change the

2 and 3 around" or "Turn the numerals around.")

After writing the second equation, ask the children how many subtraction

equations can be written for this partitiL-. (2.) Provide spaces to write

these equations on the chalkboard to the right .,f the addition equations.

How many members in the tvo subsets? (r;.)

What numeral should I write in the first space in each of these equations?

(5.)

If I remove the subset of 3, how many members in the remaining set? (2.)

Complete this equation. Then ask the same question about the subset of

and complete the other equation.

Repeat the same procedure with several other partitions. Children

accept the fact that only one addition and one subtraction equation can

be written for any partition of 2 equivalent subsets without any difficulty.

You may want to use such partitions at this time, or you may want to wait

until you have established the fact that 2 addition and 2 subtra-tion

equations can be written fur a partition resulting in 2 nonequivalent subsets.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 190-195:

These pages show partitions of various sets. Ask the children to write

equations for each partition.

192.
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Equations

0
0a
0

/ 2 = /1 3 = i
._3 +/ =

0 0 tug

mg 0 0
190

130
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Equations

2 = 7
7_ 3 =

(e)

,_.5" 4_ 3 = .c? /
191
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Equations

2 _f_ 5- _7_.- 7 7 _ ,5" = 2

/

7 ÷ 0 = 7
0 + 7 = 7

192

1 3 A

7- 7 z:



Equations

2
+2 = -2= C

7=

369



,

9

194

13.1



= F w 

561 

ti 

0.7= Z+ r 

= - 
= - 0/ = 

0 / = 

= + 

ILE 

suomnb3 
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Pages 196-197:

Give each child a set of 9 objects. Read the title at the left.

Tell the children that they are to draw a ring aruund the sum which names

7. Do the same for the title at right. Tell the children to use their

objects to find the set when they need to.

lageb 198-200:

dive each child a set of 10 objects t use to find the differences.

On

)
th se pages, the pupils are to ring the differences that name the number

li ted at the top of the page. Use the same prucedure as*on pages 196-19(.
g"



Which are equal to 7?

3 -I- 4

4+ 4
S+ 1

2 + 7
5 + 3

() + 1)

9 + 0
1 + 8

(2 + 5

Which are e ual to 8?

196

373
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Which are equal to 9?I + I

8 + 2

CP:I1 7 1:3f

2+ 6

197

, 1:..r3

Which are equal to 10?

6 ± 2

4 + 5

3 + , 4

0 + 9
LT +6

T d-
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Which are equal to 5?. i Which are equal to 6?

9

1 1)
4 2

10 8

5 4

7 2

io 14

q I

6 4

Cg 2

5 4

6 2 7

4 lOs 2

8 1
7 4

198
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Which are e ual to 7?

8

6

7

3

5

(9 2

4 4

q 3 10 4

3

7- 2

Which are equal to 8?

8 3

LI-

7 0)
199

140

5 3

6 6



Which are equal to 9?

7- 4
377

Which are equal to 10?

9 --1 2

8 6 10 10

(10 ---- 7 5

6 5 8 I

8 7 9 -5
,--

/__ 0 0 0

10 -5 8 6

q q 10 -4
8- 4 9 ii-

21)0



Page 201:

Direct the pupils to color the box after 7, red; after 8, blue;

and after 9, yellow. Now give the directions: Ring all names for 7

in red, all names for 8 in blue and all names for 9 in yellow.



Names for Numbers
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,7-3. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ON THE NUMBER LINE.

OBJECTIVE: To extend the children's understanding of addition and subtraction

by using the number line.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: (Possibly, construction paper for number line.)

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITY:

ADDITION:

The number line (which was introduced in Chapter 2, Section !) may

be used as an aid in addition and subtraction.

Review carefully the fact that the numeral on the line shows the number

of jumps from the starting point, O.

Find the point on the number line which shows that you have taken

8 jumps from the starting point, O.

Find the point which shows that you have taken jumps, from the

starting point, O.

Find the point which shows that you have taken ,1 jumps and then 2

jumps, from the starting point O.

If this is difficult, ask a child to point to the place on the number line

which shows that he has taken 3 jumps from the starting point. Use a pointer

or pencil to indicate the point on the line. Ask him not to go back to the

starting point but to take two more jumps. (It may be helpful to think of

this as a "stop for a rest". A number line drawn on the floor can be used

if neepssary to dramatize this idea.)

New that you have taken jumps and 2 jump:, from the starting point,

where are you on the number line? (',.)

This tells us that three plus '.140 equals five.

Write the equation, 3 + 2 = 5.

If we have a word problem, we can solve it Jr: the number line if we

know the numben_ which we want to add.

Jerry had 5 books

He bought 2 books

How many books does he have?

What is the number of books which Jerry had to begin with? (';.)
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Ask a child to take the same number of jumps from the starting point on

a number line as the books Jerry had.

How many books did Jerry buE? (2.)

Ask the child to take that many more jumps on the number line, this time

starting at 5.

What is the number of jumps that you have taken? (7.)

We wanted to add 5 and 2.

When we take those numbers of jumps on the number line we find that

we have taken 7 jumps.

The set of 7 books and 2 books, if joined would be the same number

of books. Thus, 5 + 2 = 7.

SUBTRACTION

Draw a number line on the chalkboard. Write the eqatuion, 6 - 2 =

To complete this equation we must first take six jumps on the number

line.

Start at 0.

Ask a child to ,12) this and either to mark the point where he stops or to

draw the curve which shows the number of jumps.

To solve the collation, we must subtract 2 from 6.

On the number line, this means we will have to go back 2 jumps.

Ask a child to touch the point which chows where you would be if you went

back 2 jumps from 6. Draw the curve which shows you have gone back

2 jumps.

7 8 9 10

Where did we stop this time? (4.)

When we went 6 steps forward and back 2 steps we stopped at 4.

This is one way of showing that 6 minus 2 equals 4.

It may be necessary to use a line which is drawn on the floor for the first

work with subtraction on the number amine. This would enable children to

'take jumps forward and then to come back on the number line.

JIM
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Some children have difficulty using the number line to complete

equations because they are confused by the numerals at which they

are look while tney count the second set of jumps.

Two ways to use the number line are given here. You may want to
develop one to a great extent and exclude the other or try to use

both of the ideas suggest'ed.

Make a number line on a piece of cardboard or oaktag 12" x 36".

This should be large enough for all children to see. Fold the

top of the paper to cover the numerals.

Place a pencil on the starting point (Figure 1). (0.)' Take

jumps on the number line which correspond to the set to which

another set is joined in the problem. (Some children will make

one jump at a time (Figure 2) while other children will go to

five in one jump (Figure 3).)

0 ,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 1 (Open)

Figure 2 (Closed)

NOV

0 ------- 5

Figure 3 (Closed)

I
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Move the pencil to that point. Some children may need to move the

pencil as they take each jump. Keep the pencil on the last point and unfold

the page. The pencil will bp on the point which tells the total number of

jumps. (Figure 4)

o 1 2 3 54 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 4 (Open)

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 202-205:

These pages have been designed to use in this way:

Some children may leave tne page unfolded to find the point which shows

the number of the first set, then fold the page and take jumps which

correspond to the second set and open the page to find how many jumps in all.

Children who are not confused by the numerals and can use the page without

needing to fold it should be encouraged to do so. adttraction is developed

by finding the number of members in the set described and relating the re-

moving of a subset to moving to the left on the number line. This page may

be helpful in solving other word problems or incomplete equations such as

3 + 2 = . Pages in the pupil's book should not be used unless children .

have had enough experience with this number lineAo use it independently

and without difficulty.

2. Draw a number line on the chalkboard.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Write an equation, 3 + 2 =

Place the chalk on the starting point. Ask a child to put a finger on

the point which tells the number of jumps corresponding to the number of the

first set. (The child should touch 3.) Draw a curve from the starting

point to the point the child is touching.

Now, using 3 as the starting point aPk where 2 more jumps would take

us. (Child should now touch 5.) Draw a curve from the 3 to the 5. This

represents the second set of jumps.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The point where the last, curve ends tells the number of jumps and enables

the children to complete the equation.



Fold until edge covers numerals, but notdots.

1 2 /55

Complete the-equations.

2+ I

5 + 1

1 + 5

+2

t

3

3

7 8 9 10 11, 12

5 + 3

2 +4

3 + '4 ........

A

6

7

..

-)
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1

1

. Fold until edge covers numerals, .but not dots.

3 4 5 6 7

0

Complete the equations,

I



taI .

Fold unfit edge covers numerals, but not dots.
v

II

N

O.

z

//

6

3

6



Fold until edge covers numerals, but not dots.

0 1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Complete the equations.

8 1

3 -f- 6 7=

10 3 =

7 6

'7/

/

9 5

+4

2 + 6

g

,
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Pages 206 -208:

These pages are designed to be used in this way.

Heavy plastic taped over cardboard on which a number line has been

drawn can be useful as an aid to independent work. The child can mark with

a crayon the curve which shows the jumps he has taken and then remove the

mark with a paper towel and use the same number line again.
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Use the number line to help you complete the equation.

1 +3 4

0 1 2 3 4 5-or,- 6 7 8 9 ,..

g

7

14 + 5
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Use the number line to help you complete the equation.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
311

3 1
Z

5 3

9 1
/

207



Use the number line to help you complete the equation.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

391

z

0 1 2 3 4

6 + I

208

5 6 7

7

8 9
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7-4. HOW MANY MORE?

OBJECTIVE: To find how mane more members there are in one set than in

another set.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: Material, such as apples and lemons for flannel board display,

flannel pairing symbols, two sets of numeral cards (sandpaper

or flannel strips on the back of the card will make 1_ stay on

the flannel board).

BACKGROUND NOTE:

Recall that when given '2 sets, A and B, A has more member- than

B if, when the members of A are paired with members of B, there are

members of A left over. In this lesson, we continue developmtnt of this

idea by using subtraction to find how many more members there are in the

first, set. We say there are 2 more members in a set of 5 than in a set

of 3 because, if we pair members of the set of 5 with members of the set

of 3, there are 2 members left over. We also say there are 2 fewer

members in the set of 3.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place a set of 3 apples and a set of 5 lemons on the flannel board.

Arrange the members of these sets in such a way that it is obvious without

doing the actual pairing that one set has more members than the other.

Which set has more members? (Set of lemons.)

How many more? (2.)

Could you answer this question without counting all the lemons? (Yes.)

How did you do this? (You can see this is so. If you paired, all the

apples would be paired with lemons, but there would be 2 lemons

left over.)

Agree and then ask a child to shi.w the pairing with the pairing JymbrAs of

with yarn. Explain that we say that there are 2 more because, if wh

remove the subset of lemons which matches the Jet ,f apples, the remaining

set has 2 members.

k,outanue the same procedure with sets of T and 9, 7 and 10, etc.,

until you are certain that the children understand the technique.

\
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USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 209-212:

Read the questions on these pages to the children. Ask the children

to first find out huw many members are in each set and then recurd the numbers.

Then ask them to pair the members of the set on the left with the members of

the set on the right. They are then to decide which set has more members and

how many more.

15 7
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Comparing Sets

AI

0
.

n

s1r
I

ziorre_ei

4 Ilk

0

..,
How many? How many?

How many more? ..2

P 0
(...*)-

i, _,,L,
,,4r;--

9 L 3

How many? .5'-- How many?
-,/-'

How many more? /

209

ci
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ComDarinQ Sets

P P

How many? How many? *.L

How many more? 2

A, 4111°

IL.
OmPv

416
How many? 9 How many? 0

How many more?

210
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Comoarinq Sets
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tr 4,01 A
1tiort f ic IA

How many? How many?

How many more?

VII'

k

ta tc

r

t t
How

/-1---
many? ___... How many?

How many more?

211

1iU



Com arin Sets

How many? How many?

How many more?

4111011P1kramspoi

%Niro

411111111
!418.101011
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_

...v,.. s, .

f

...y..., g

c,
-.v...

,..

ICJ

4

1

How many? How many?

How ,any more?

212
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You should follow the work on pages 209-212 by asking how children compared

the sets. If no one suggests writing the equation rather than pairing the

members of the sets, consider each set of exercises add develop the equations.

Hopefully, the children will be able to see that it is not necessary to use

the second set if its number is known. It is sufficient to remove a subset

which is equivalent to the second set from the set with more members.

Consequently, for the first exercise on page 20), we can write 6 - 4 = 2.

If this seems difficult, provide each child w-Lth set objects. Use the

technique suggested below and word problems such as:

Mary has 6 apples.

Jane has 4.

Whicn girl has more apples?

How many more?

Ask the cnildren to show a set of 6 objects.

Does Jane have a set of apples that is equivalent to this set? (No.)

How many apples does Jane have? (4.)

Ask the children to remove a subset that is equivalent to the set of apples

Jane has.

How many members in the remaining set? (2.)

Does this tell you how many more apples Mary has? (Yes.)

Does Mary have 6 - 4 or 2 more apples than Jane? (Yes.)

What is the equation? (6 - 4 = 2.)

We can write a subtraction equation that describes word problem that

ask, "How many more?"

Continue in the same way with several other similar word problems.

PROBLEM SOLVING

Give each child some small objects to work with at his desk. Ask the

children to select sets of objects equivalent to objects the story problems.

Notice that the problems differ in the kind of Set operationjoining, removing,

partitioning. In these problems, children should be expected to find the

number to be used in answering the question and then answer the question.

An equation is nit expected.
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Tom has 6 marbles.

Joe has only 4 marbles.

How many more marbles has Tom than Joe?

Jane has 2 crayons.

Then Mary gave her 5 crayons.

How many crayons does Jane have now?:

Bill had 7 cars.

Jim took 3 of them.

How many cars does sill have?

Ann has dolls.

Alice has 8.

How many more dolls does Alice have?

t,
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7-5. PROBLEM SOLVING AND EQUATIONS

OBJECTIVE: To use addition and subtraction to solve simple word pr-blems,

and tfl find missing numbers in equations involving addition and

subtraction.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: Sets of small objects.

BACKGROUND NOTE:

There are several different sorts of problems which lead to additLin

acrd subtraction equations.

For example:

One set nas 4 members and a sec nd set has 0 members.

Now many members must I 1E11 to the first to get a et equivalent t

the se,%.nd? (4 4 0 = )
/

or 9 4 CD .)

A set with 4 members is joined to a rond ,et.

If the set obtained by joining, tne tw- sets has

4 members did the first Jet have? (0
memters, h 'non';

0 )
A set had members.

H w.rnany meml--rs must le uined t the :et tc, a't a -et

(3 4 0 = c-1 Or - - 0.)
A set has L membErs.

H ,w many Member must be removed t. get a set d ?

2 or

A set has members remaining after a .utLet 1 leen rem ,ei.

H w many members in the , slinal set? ( 0 or

Thi: lesson is ue.,,ted t these lien.. and ,quati-ni

der,cri:e them. I u sh-u1,1 re -:a.-eful a c t, p: 1,14m- 1, t.,-pe, and

to enc,usae cnild to u, his wa meth 1

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

9E-BOOK ACTIVITY:

P.' vide .et L,je tc. 'wite an ?quati,% ru-n a

_-, 4 4 0 sa tne sf.alkLarI 71 the ,Haildten to use the Let: t n-il

then find the . un. A'obii 1 t explain ae lid. taea o nt:hae

.00
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equations like
CD t- 4 = 9 and 3 + Q =

Give children an opportunity to

explain how they used objects to aid them in completing the equation.

It is important for children to realise that if they know the number

of members in a set and also the number of members in a subset, eitner a

set partition or the removal f the known sub set will enable them t- complete

the equation. F dlow ',ith an equation such as 1. =Q. H,pefully,

khildren will ,7eneraliLe that either of the two procedures previ suoly

cussed can be used to complete this equation. If not, ask the children how

they would use objects to describe this equation. If removal of a ,utset

is sufL.gested, demonstrate this procedure on the chalkboard. T..-n a-k if

a set partition could be used in ;tend. If come of tne children a:ree ask

one of them to dhoA the set partition on the chalkboarA.

Then consider an equation like

on toe chalkboard.

0 = ,. Draw a set of members

)

If you knot. many members are in the remaininr oat, do you ?now

how to partition tnis set: (Draw the pnrtito mark so you sh.a a

snloqpt .)

After doing this, rook it the chilirtin kn h tr.., number f on the

other subset. molete the _aluati h.
fi

Place similar tquito ,t1 th fhaik'o.ard and a k children t u e _et

objtoodts to snoi, the part ti n.

Finally, consider equations - 5 =

Du you kno'., ho-,, many emturs are in the set? (11 .)

P-0 you kn hoc many member:, ard in tn,. sub set t b, remov,d? ( .)

P you know no', many member, are in the remaininr et? ('.)

A Is children t, u.s objects to represent Ie t,. ,tub,et,. Th. is meko the

dawim- boll a n the chalkh -srrd.
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What set partition have I represented on the chalkboard? (A subset

5 and a subset of 2.)

How many members are in the set? (- + 2 or 1.)

What numeral :hould I write in the frame? (7.)

Repeat the same procedure with several other equations of this same type.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, page 213:

Call the children's attention to the equations in the upper left hand

corner. Ask the children now many members are in the set? (.) Mark
tallies, ///////, in theCD.

How many elements are in the remaining ..;et?

How can we partition this set?

)

C--plete the equation - 4 = Children may now work independently on

the page.

Page 214:

Call the children': attention to the equatin in the upper left hand

corner. Ask,

Do you know how many members ale z.1 toe :_,et? (IV.)

D- ynu how many membero are in tnc oXoet to (..,e remc,ved? (Yec; )

D) you know hod many member: are in the remaininf. set?

Let us represent there two oet:, in too

110W many are in the net? ( '.)

Wr'te B in the frame. Children ,:-)rk ind-ponlentdy on th- ,,ther problemo.

Pa:s 215-21(:

Cive "hildren r7,-.1ete the

D ;e%er.:1 'V toe Liem: the -n<<. r.

Pa;:" ):

HF r- k"i t - in the d th,

f +..noree 'L. e to -1 1 1 , n 'Pr ,tanfi t. b- 1r,ne.



Show the partition.

213

I:03

3

8-
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Show the partition.

21-6=2

-5=i4

7 =3

214

9 -2=7

///////

607 1 =7
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Complete the equations.
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Complete the equations.

3

2 6 10 2 =

2

7 2

8 3

q 0 =

7

1 19

J

4

6

216

I 1 0

to

i
4

4 6

7 4

8 1

10 .5--

1

5



Complete the equations.

3

Li-

I

4

4 J--

7 1 0

9

+ 8 = 10

7 + 0 =1 7

6

2

-1
[

-I

5 + 4

4z

8 12

6
217

i , .

407

6

9

+ 2 = 7

+ 4 = 8

+6 = 1 0

+ 7 9

/a
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Equations

Write + or

2 I

5 ED 3 =2

7

14

I

= 10

3

= 3 6

I I

218
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Next present word problems, to find equations which Jescribe the

problems, and to name the missing number. Continue to have the

children use sets of objects to ans. ,- the questions.

The following are word problems you may use.

There are 9 saucers and 4 cups on the table. How

many more cups do we need if we want to put a cup on

each saucer? (4 + 0 = 9, or 9 =0. )

John has 4 cents and Sue has 7 cents. How much

must John save to have as many cents as Sue? (4 + 0 = 7

or 7- - CD .)

Mary had two ribbons. Her mother gave her some ribbons.

Now she has seven. How many did her mother give her?

(2 CD - 7 or 7 2 = CD .)

Tom has six boats. He gave some to Bill. Now Tom has 4

boats. How many did he givf to Bill? (6 CD - 4 or

4 + 0 =

Ben has 8 marbles. Three are red. The rest are green.

How many are green? (j + 0 = or 8 -
3 0 )

Mark had three cookies. He ate some on the way to school.

Now he has only one for lunch. How many did he eat on the

way to school? (3 CD - 1 or 0 + 3.)

Karen had three caps: Her friend gave her five caps.

How many caps does Karin have? (3 4 J = 0 )

Jack's father gave him three model rockets. His grandfather

gave him five. Jack gave one of them to his friend, nouglas.

How many rockets does Jack have? (3 4 5 = CD and

8 0 )

Display an equation on the chalkboard or flannel board, fnr example,

7 F CD = 9. Ask the children to make up a word that goes with the equation.

Ask the children to make up story problem.,, discuss these, and write

equations that go with the stories.

1'



Tell the following story:

Jack had r me toy cars.

Mother gave Jack 2 toy boats.

Then Jack had 7 cars and boats.

How many toy cars did Jack have?

Ask the children to show sets equivalent to the sets of toys. Discuss

what set operation could be used 4,o find the answer to the question. Ask

what equation describes the set operations and have it written on the board.

Cntinue by telling the children the following stories. In each case, have

the children tell what equation they can use to help them solve the problem.

1. Father had rakes and 2 shovels. Hnw many rakes and shovels did

Father have? (: 2 = 5.)

2. Beth had 4 new dresses. Mother bought some more new dresses for Beth.

Now Beth has r new dresses. How many new dresses did Mother buy for

Beth? + 2 = , or U - 4 2.)

Jack had some red apples. Mary took 5 of them for Mother. 'Then Jack

Lad apples. H.,w many red apples did Jack have to begin with?

(7 - 5 = 2 nr 2 + 5 = (.)

Mary has 7 sticks (f gum. Ann has Mary has how many more sticks

gum than Ann? + 2 = - 7 . 2.)

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 219-223:

. /-Pead each of the ward problem.. aloud t) th- children. The pupils should

then to directed t., aplete the puce by drawing; more object:, (rin:;13 rr X's)

as needed rr inE, off the subset which i., removed. The equation which

may be used help rol/0 the pr blem tr be writte- or the line. Then

.c,mplete the sent(neo.
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Solving Problems

1. Sam wants 6 toy cars.

He has 4 toy cars.

How many toy cars most he get?

IL 7,-- 2

Sam must get 4 toy cars.

Problem Picture

2. Pat had 9 marbles.

He gave 5 marbles to Dick.

How many marbles did Pat have then?

9 -5
Pat had -// marbles then.

Problem Picture

Nan had 6 books.

She got 2 new books. Problem Picture

How many books did Nan have then ?Amor -41111111/F2 -7-

books then.

C4111111,".KAII/
219

I
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Solving Problems

1. Bob's dog had 3 puppies.

His cat had 4 kittens.

How many baby animals did

Bob-have?

=7
Bob had 7 baby animals.

Problem Picture

Mother needs 10 candles

She has 6 candles.
Problem Picture

1 1

How many candles must she get?

/ 71-

She must get // candles.

3.. Mary had 8 toys.

Tom took 3 of the toys.

How many toys does Mary

have now?

3

Mary has toys now.

Problem Picture

220
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Solving Problems

1. David had 6 toy cars.

He gave 1 car to Jim.

How many cars doesDavid have?

/ =.- ---3

David has toy cars now.

Problem Picture

Atio 4iii.
siiiiip 4iiilit

Sally has 2 crayons.

She needs 6 crayons.

How many crayons must she get?

Sally must get crayons.

Problem Picture

0 C 0 CD

Joan had 2 cookies.

Mother gave 2 more cookies to Joan.

How many cookies did Joan have rr?--

Joan had / cookies then.

Problem Picture

a CD
0 0
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3. Jane wants 4 dolls.

She has 3 dolls.

How many dolls must she get?

Jane mu t get / doll.

Problem.Picture

Susan had 6 cookies.

Spot ate 2 cookies.
-.,.

How many cookies does Susan

have now?

Problem Picture

Susan has 4 cookies now.

3. Jack had 5 boats. Problem Picture

He made 2 more boats.

How many boats did Jack have then? ...1, --1.
7

_..I.1,- 0._ ..
0Jack had 7 boats then.

222 r
1
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Solving Problems

1. Ann made 10 cookies.

She gave 3 cookies to Bill.

How many cookies did Ann have then?

7

Then Ann had 7 cookies.

Problem Picture

0 0 0 0
0 ED 0
ZC8(

2. Mr3. Lee had 3 hats.

She got 2 new hats.

How many hats does she have?

Mrs. Lee has hats now.

Problem Picture

0 0 0
0 n

3. Mother baked some cakes.

She gave 4 cakes to the church.

Then she had 2 cakes.

How many cakes did Mother bake?

Mother baked cakes.

Problem Picture

CD COO
0 C

223
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7-6. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION: NUMBERS GREATER THAN TEN

OBJECTIVE: To begin the study of addition and suotration of numbers

greater than ten.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: Sets of small objects for counting.

TEACHING NOTE:

This lesson contains a sample presentation additi:h and subtraction
of numbers named by 2 -digit numerals. The tca2hcr may yl,rsue this ac
far as seems appro;riato with her class.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

Billy's family is going on a picni. His mcthed cot ten

cookies in the basket. Billy put in thirt-,.. '';or.. How t,lany

cookies are in the basket?

We can add the number of coekies that Ba:y ph in the bask (t

to the number his mother put in the basket to find the

of cookies. We would write the equation 10 + 0 .,-

To complete the equation, we need tc add the ma.y

help us to think of the numbca of t,ns in lC and a, C.

How many tens are in ten?

How many tens in thirty?

)

(

If we add 1 ten and 3 tens, how many tens wi]l wc na.,?

(4.) What do we call 4 tens? (Forty.)

When we add 30 to 10, we have 4e; we -cmri.te tht

equation 10 + 30 . 40.

If necessary, bundles of ten objects ea:h avallalle t
an aid in solving these problems.

Develop the following problems in the same way:

Jerry and his friends caught 40 fish on Monday. The n,y'

day they caught 10 more. How many fist. dla they cut-h

in the two dais? (40 / 10 = 50.)

use us
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Alice had pennies. Hf:r mother gave her 20 mire. How many

pennies does Alice have no.'? (20 + 20 = 40.)

Can had 20 plastic cers and 20 trucks. He took these ear' and

trucks to Bdbto houst, to play. Hc» maay toy., did he take? (o0 f- ;0 = ;0.)

These problems involv removinj, a subset:

Steve had 0 marbles. He traded 20 marbles for a kite. H

many marbles did he keep? ( 0 - 20 = :0.)

Ann has 40 dresses f-dr her paper Lilo. She left 10 of the dresses

at Mary's house. H w many dresses ides she have to play with at home?

(4o - 10 =

John has 40 pencils. Ho gave 20 t his brother Jerry. H w many

pencils lees J-hn have n (40 - 20 = 20.)

Place two sets of small bje n a table. D n)t tell tie- number bject

in each ,et.

How can we find ho, many -bjects we would have if w,_ joined the sets?

(Pupils will suggest that they could gain the sets and tnen cdunt all

the objects. This procedure should then be f "lowed.)

Place two ne: sets ;f objects on the table. N:,w tell the children the

number of members on each set as ydu place them sn the table. (B, sure that

Joining the sets of ones .111 r-sult in a set of not more than ones.)

This set has 22 members.

We will join it t_ a set with jf, members.

How many obj-fcts are in our new set?

Can we find the number if members in our new set without counting

each member?

Remember, you knew the number of members in each of the sets.

Pursue suggestions that children may give. H pefully, dnmeone will

suggest tnat since 22 = 2 tens + 2 ones and 2L = ten ; + o ones, we

may add the nImber of ones and then the number of tens. The curs is

If no sne offers this suggestion, ask:

If . arrange this set of 22 members in set: of tens and dnr,s, how

many tens will we have? (_.)

And how rnri, ones? (J.)

If we arrange the set of members in seta of tens and ones, how many

sets of ten will .a.f have? (;',.)

And how many ones? (, .)
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Demonstrate that these answers are correct by arranging tfie,st of and

the set of 36 in sets of tens and ones. J dn the set of e one to the

set of 2 ones.

How many sets of ones do we have now? (o.)

Join the set of D ten:, to the set of 2 ten:.

How many tens in all? (' .)

We have tens and A ones.

at is the name of the number? (`,o.)

How many members are in the set? ( 8.)

Show children an envelope. Tell the',. that inside i. a :et -)f 4' sticks.

Show them another envelope. This one ha: 20 sticks in it. Ask the children

if they know the number of sticks we wo have if we joined the set of 2-

sticks to the set of 45 sticks. If n Ile suggests adding 4 ,

offer this idea.

How many tens are in L? (4.)

And how many ones? ( .)

How many tens are on 23? (d.)

And how many ones? (..)

If we add 3 ones to 5 ones, what is tne number f ('.)

On the chalkboard, write ), ones + D ones = ones.

If we add 2 tens to 4 tens, what 1: the numuer ,d" tens? (' .)

On '1.1c chalkboard, write 4 tens + 2 t.,_ns = ten.,.

We have 6 -tens and 8 ones in all.

How many sticks are in the envelopes? ( ".)

Arrange the sets into tens and ones. J in the d, to ,f one. and then the sets

of ten to check this work.

Place a set of objects on the table. I) net tell the number -f s nbers.

If I remove 21 members of the se-, what will be the number d) members

remaining? (We will need to count the me/rider: of the remainin,, .ct in

order t) find cut.)
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Place anther se+ Al the table. Arrange the set as 4 tens and b ones.

This set has 48 members.

Now : will remove a subset of 21 objects.

H-,w many objects are in the set that remains? (Remove 1 one from

:3 ones.)

What is the numbei of ones remaining? (7 ones.) (Remove 2 tens from

tens.)

What is the number of tens remaining? (2 tens.)

The remaining set has 2 tens and 7 ones.

What is the number c,f members in the remaining set? (27.)

Show the children a box. Tell them that inside the box are 57 beads.

If I remove beads, how many beads will be left in the box

Tell the ,-hildren we :an arse numbers find the number of members in the

remaining set. We d., this by subtracting 24 from

How many tens are in 57? (5.)

And how many ones are left? (7.)

How many tens arc in ,:Li? (2.)

And how maay ones? (4.)

If we sub-st"ilt 4 ones from ones, how many ones are left? (:.)

On the ,:naikbaord write : ones - 4 ones = ones.

If we subtract : tens from ) tens, how many tens are left? (2.)

On the chalkbcard write tens - tens = 2 tens.

. We have 2 tens and ones in the remaining set if we have subtracted

the numbers correctly.

H w many oeads are in the remaining set? Y22.)

Remc-,-.e the set of 2,4 bead,, from the set of 57 beads. C;unt the number

of member- in the remaining oct in order t, check this work.
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Chapter 8

ARRAYS AND MULTIPLICATION

BACKGROUND:

A rectangular array is an arrangement of ol,,jects into rows and columns.

The objects in ad array are called its members. Shown below is an array of

3 rows and 5 columns. Note that each of the 3 rows has the same num-

ber bf members (5) and similarly, each of the 5 columns has the same

number of members (3).

X X X x x

xxxxx
x x x x x

The objects neea not be all alike. Here, for instance, is an array of

2 rows of 3 members eacn, all different.

* 0 A/ V
The rectangular arrangements of flannel °card objects, :Locke on the

floor, drawers in a cabinet, panes in a window, compartr,ents in a carton, etc.,

may all be described as arrays. If an arrangement of ol, cts in rows does

ntt have the same nmber of members in each row, then it - not called an array.

Multiplication is associated with arrays. When we muitiply 7 by 3,

for instance , the r4bluit is associated with the number of members in en rray

of 3 rows of 5 members each. In counting the number of members in an

array of, for example, 3 rows of 5 memit rs each, children are to to count

by rows (5, 10, 15) and to say, "Three fives are fifteen." later there is a

transition to the statement "Threc times fi',e equals fifteen" and to the

equation 3 x 5 25. However, it should be noted here that no mastery of

multiplication facts is expected in this grade.

Two simple properties of mPltIpiication are pointer out. The first of

these is that multiplying numbers in either ordel always p-1%Ps the name

result. For instance,
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Arrays rake this .ery easy t see: when se turn on rnd an array of 4 rows

of mt,mbers ea.!h, we jet an array of r so T 4 members each.

that

X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X

X X
X X
X X
X X
X :<

By unsiderinc_, an ix ray uf just 1 rua ot, say,

1 x 2, =

X X
X X
X X
X X

X

2, members:, we see

Similarly, 1 multiplied by any .:hule numler ls that whule numuer. Al

by cDn:,ide-in,* an array T r :just 1 member each, sec that

x 1

and similarLy, that any six le number multiplied ;y 1 L. that aix 1- numLer.
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8-1. ARRAYS

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the array as a means of providing readiness for the

concept of multipl-cation.

VOCABULARY: Array, row.

MATERIALS: Courting disks, butt ns, beans, or other ;mall objects; felt

cut-outs for flannel board; hundreds-square paper.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE BOOK-ACTIVITY:

Give each child a set of 20 counting disks or otner small objects. Ask

6 children to select 2 of their disks to put into a box in which you will

collect them. When you have collected the disks, discuss with the class the

fact that you have joined 6 sets, and that the ,-ts were equivalent to each

other, each having 2 members. Have a child count the disks in the box to

see how many disks are in the union.

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

Suggest that the disks be arranged in an array, vith 2 in each row,

and show that in this arrangement it is possible t cccat by twos. Explain

that this kind of arrangenent is called an array. It ho o rows with 2

members in each row. There are 6 sets of 2, and heave c twos, or 12

members in the array. Explain that the ,!rray we will u.e is an arrangement

of things in ro...78 in which each r,,w has the same number of members and that

each member of one reyw is placed below a member f the p:eceding Point

to arrays of window panes, bulletin board pictures, etc., or draw rn the

chalkboard pictures of arrays of different kinds: 5 rows f 4 member-

each, 3 is of 8 members each, 6 rows of 5 members each, etc., and

have children observe how they know tney are arrays. Ask shilnlen to give

other examples. Punt cnt that unless all row., have the same nu,a!ver vf members

the arrangement is not called on array. Give examples arrangements that

are not arrays.

Return the disks to the children and ask ttif-m to make an array (demon:Arate

again, if necessary) of 4 low:; witr, 2 members in each rc.. Atvk hew many



members there are in the array. C,ntinuL, in the same .ay, having other

arrays made with 2 members in each row.

Have children make arrays of r) ro..s with T members in each row, again,

and then rearrange the disks to show 2 rows of 6 members each. Children

should be aware that these are different arrays, but that they have the same

number of members.

Repeat, using an arlay with 4 rows ,f 2 members each, and rearranging

to form an array ,.Lth 2 rows of 4 members each.

Have children f ,rm an array of 3 rows with 5 members in each row.

Ask how they might 'mount to find the number of members in the array. (' 10,

15.) Draw arrays with or 10 members in each row and have children count

by rows to find the number of members in the array. Distrib Ite hundreds-square

paper. Show children how to make i'ings or balls in the space: to form .aricus

arrays of 2, 3, 0, or 10 members in each row, as )u direct them. Fnr

instance, use red cioyon to sho'w an array of 3 row, with members in each

row. Use blue crayon to show ... Under each array, they should write the

number of members in the ',rray.

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x )

x Y.

x x

x x

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages

Children are t: write the number /,, the number of members in each

,ind the number f member:, in the ._1/1-iy. F rid each question t- the child-

ren. Have them write the 'orre't numeral in the blank.

I
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ARRAYS

How many rows?

4WnL.:1)

Gymm
CtdVa.

,

4-
How many in each row?

How many in the array?

OW Mil Illig
Meng

e

How many rows? 2
How many in each row? ---)

How many in the array?

224
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ARRA":

P

How many rows? 2
2

How many in the array?

How many in each row?

4

How many re'

How many in

How many in

,,:s

each row?

the array?

a

225
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ARRAYS

How many rows? ..5
How many in each row ? 2
How many in the array? C

How many rows?

How many in each row?

How man' in the array?

5
/5

** * **
* * * * *
** ** *

How many rows? 4
How many in each row?

How many in the array?

5
2.

226

1
(..

e
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1,27

Show on the flannel board an array of 5 rows with 2 objects in each

row. Have children tell how many rows there are and how many -objects there

are in each row. Point. to each row in turn.

Are there 2 objects in this row? (Yes.)

Then aA/childreriL hcw many sets of two there are in the array. .)

Have them count by twos t, find how many members there are in the a: ray.

Write:

twos are 10.

Show other arrays with r,l.s )f 2 lbjects and repeat, haviv children

tell how many rows, and how many sets of 2 the arra ha: Have them count

by twos. Write:

-twos are

Include an array .ith 10,tiows with 2 members in each r.. When

:hildren have saidp."Ten twos are 20",.; ono.. an array with 2 r if 10

members in each rcw, and 'observe that e tens are 20.

Have children make arrE*s. with ,ows -rf oh jests and ask how many sets

of five there are, etc. Then

Tiver are

Di the same f.),- row;, t ; members each\

USING TM PUPILISBOOK, paves

Children first cunt the rLc,,s, then fill in the blanks.

(

-r ti
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ARR,YS

-1

c

How maq sets of 2? -4z

twos are

How many sets of 2?

twos are

227

,-)
How many sets of 5? Z-

fives are /d.
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ARRAYS

T7

How many sets of 3?

Li) threes are

How many sets of 10? 3

*********

tens are c30

rte

How many sets of 4?

228

2 fours are Y



as

n /PM

How many sets of 2?

twos are 6 .

e-e

0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

How many sets of 10?

-1 tens are

qt)

How many sets of 3?

2 threes are

2 How many sets of 2?

twos are 2 .

229
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ARRAYS

"----17 '=1 V '-21
V7/

g -

How many sets of 5? ._....3

fives are /,------.

4,114

How many sets of 5?

fives are c= .

23U

`,.,



8-2. MULTIPLICATION

OBJECTIVE': To introduce the iaea of multiplication, 'Icing arrays.

VOCABULARY: Multiply, multiplication, time

SYMBOL:

MATERIALS: Felt cut-outs for flannel board; sei of counting disks or other

small objects; paper bag.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Tell the following story.

Mrs. Brown was getting ready for a pion .

Eight people were going, anu she wanted to take two cookies for each person.

She put the cookies Into a box, two at a time.

I'll pretend to be Mrs. Brown and use these circular -regions as cookies.

it the circular regions on the flanlel board two at a time. As you do so

count: "One person, two people, thrtie people, etc."

How many times aid I put 2 diziks on the flannel board? (8.)
--t

Is this arrangement an array? (yes.)

How many rows in the array? (8.)

How many members in each row? (2.)

How many members in the array? (16.)

There is an equation that describes this array.

Write:

8 x2 = 16.

We read this statement: 8 times 2 equals 16.

Does this equation tell us that 8 x 2 i, another name for 16? (les.)

Letts count by twos to be sure that is correct. Two, four, etc.

Provide each child with blocks, disks or other set material. Write

5 x 2 = on the chalkboard. Have the children use set objects tc make

the array suggested.

How many memners in each row? (2.)

How many rows? (5.)

How,many times did you place 2 disks on your desk? (5.)

Let's count by twos to finu the number of members in tJ..2 array.

Two, four, ... ten.
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What numeral should I write to complete the equation? (10.)

Is 5 times 2 another'naMe for 10? (Yes.)

Continue with the following word problem.

Suppose you earned 5 pennies each school day this week.

That would be Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.

How many times would you have earned pennies? (` ;.)_
What is 5 'times 5?

Have the children use disks or other objeCts to form an array and find out.

Ask what equation would describe this array. Write the equation un the

chalkboard.

Is 5 times another name for 25? (Yes.)

Direct the children to use an array to solve the following problem:

A man has ponies, and they awl need new shoes.

He wants to know how many shoes will be needed.

How many shoes for each pony? (4.)

How many ponies are there? (5.)

The number of shoes needed will be ec,4a1 to =; times 4.

Write 5 x 4 . on the chalkboard. Have the children use their set

objects. They should put 4 disks in a row to show how many sh4es the first

pony needs, 4 disks in another row for the next pony, etc., to learn that

5 times 4 equals 20. Complete the equation.

Is' 5 X 4 another name foh 20? (Yes.)

When we say 5 times 4 equals 20, we are MULTIPLYINU.

In MULTIPLICATION, we multiply one number by another.

Go directl pro lems of the form: what is times ? Restate

the problem in several ways: Three fives are ? If an array haF 3 rows,

and each low has 5 members, how many members arc in the array? Have children

use disks or other objects to help them answer the questions. Write the

equation on the chalkboard and complf.te it when the children have found

the product.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 231-235:

Chilaren to mace rings in spaces to form arrays as indicated. They

dill write the numeral that-names the number of members in the array in the

blank. Do the first exercise to demonstrate what is to be done.
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Multiplicatibn
L
I

Show 3 rows of 5.

1,

z

6

o o I 0
d ), o o o c_Poo oo .

I

3X 5 = 75-

I

. i
Shot 6 rows of 3.

/

0 00o 0
0 o o
0 o
0 o
0 0 r)

6 x 3 =

231

1 3
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Multiplication

Show 5 rows of 5.

435

ED 0 0 0 0
0 0 0. 0 c)0.0 c) C 0
0 0 0 c) 0
0 0 0 0 0 ,

p x 5

Show 3 rows of 4.

0 0 0 00000
0 o 0 6

3 x 4 = /2
/

232

i .:`.3
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Multiplication
Show 5 rows of 10.

0 0.0,0oc) 00C
o 00 00

Oo r)
O0.0

0 Co 0 00 0 0 00
0 0O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0C-o cfc..c QC 0

Show 6 rows of 2.

0 0
00 0
0 0
00
0 C)

6 x 2 =

233
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IURTHER ACTIVITIES:

Use word problems such as the following to deepen understanding of multi-

plication. Read each story to the children. Insist tha' t ey use manipulative

materials or draw arrays to solve the problem.. Write the e uation to be

completed on the chalkboard. For example, 6 x 3

1. Mother washed 5-pairs of stockings. How many stockings did

Mother wash,T

2. On Mary's street there were 2 houses. In each of the'houses lived

3 childfen. All together flow many children lived i.i the 3 -houses?

3. Joe ate 3 apples each day. In 4 days how many apples did Joe eat?

4. Tom hit one home run in each of 3 games. How many home runs did

he hit all together?

5. Beth ate 2 cookies each day for 2 days. How many cookies did

Beth eat?

6. David put 1 butterfly in each of 5 jars. How many butterflies

41

7.

were in the 5 jai's?

Each of the girls had 4 dolls. How many dolls would 2 of the

girls have?,

8. Mark got 3' new books each week for 2 weeks. How many new books

did Mark receive?

9. Jim polished 4 pairs of his father's shoes. How many of hi3

father=s shoes A" Jim polish?

10. Bob had several boxes of toys. Each box had 2 toys in it. How

many toys were there in 3 of the boxes?
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8-3. SIMPLE PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION

OBJECTIVE: To use arrays to show the commutative property of multiplication

and the multiplication property 2f 1.

MATERIALS: Manipulative objects fs)r children, pictures of arrays on tagboard

or construction paper as shown:

00
00
00

A

E
00E0E1

B

ooc5000p000
0000000000
000000 0000,
0000000000

Chart on newsprint, as shown:

4 x 5 20

8 x 2 = 16

3."X 2 = 6

2 x 5 = 10

1 x 5 = 5

SUGGESTED PROOEDURE:

PRE -BOOK ACTIVITIES:

C

5 x 1 =

2 x =

5 x 2 =,

0 x =

5 x 4 =

D

Show picture A to the class. Have the anray described. (3 rows with

2 members in each row.) Ask children to count by twos to find wnat
.;s times

2 is, and write:

Turn tne picture to show 2 rows of 3 members eac:I.

Have the array described and ask children to count by roes. (, 6.)
Write:

2 X 3 = 0,

Show pictures B and C in the same way. Have children use objects and

make arrays of 4 rows of 3, 3 rows of 4, etc., so that they see that

exact1S, the same number of objects are used to make the arrays. Help children

to generalize that one number times second number gives the same result as the

second number times the first.
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Show picture D. Have the array described (: rows with 1 meh.b4kr in

each row.) Ask how children will count by rows. (By ones.) Write:

'2'x 1 =

Turn the picture to show the array as 1 row of 3 members. Have the array

described, ask children what they,will say if they count by rows. (...) Write

the equation: 1 x 3 = 3. Draw other arrays either with .1 raw or wi..,th 1

member in each ri'rw, and,nelp children to weneralize: any' number times 1 is

that number, and I times any number that number.

Show the chart and have :hildren read the equatiuns at the left. Read

the first one. Ask which evation to the left gives the informatiun needed to

complete 5 x 1 . (1 x 5 . Use crag n or felt ,pen to write r;

and to draw a line between the sentences tbVi, ohuw commutativity. Complete

the. chart in this way.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 2;14-2fi:.

Children are to complete each equation. They silould ,bcerve that each

pair of boxes shows commutativity.

Pages 237 -235:

Children should be able to use their understrndinE f commutativity and

of multiplying with 1 as a factor. Provide each child with set Ajects

to aid the:v in cmpleting the equations on page 2r3.
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Multiplication

t

(..) -___') 0

0? q) 0
4x2x

,
...



MultipliGation

X0000

000 C :

O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0

6 x 2 . /2

O 0 0 00 0
O 0 0 0 0 0

2 x 6 = /2

O 00
O 00
O 00
O 00
O 00

3 = /5-

it

000000000000000

3 x `5

235
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Multiplication

6x

a

do

1 x e

4114

104
410

Self 1111 41101111

4x

7 x 7 x 7

236

41
1 k,



1.0
, 25

22
1

'20
I .1

1 I 8
11==_-_-

1.4 '

11111611_-
1.25
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Multiplication

EFIELlrl
3 x 5 = 45--

R Erirlf-1
5 x 3 = /,---

ELF117.1

AAAAAAAA 4 x 10 =

AAAAAAAA lox 4 = -4d
AAAAAAAAA
AIAAAAAAAA

00
00
00 ' 2x7= //
00
03 7 x 2 = / 4
00
00

III
. . i 4 x 5 =

5 x 4 = 2J
II III
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Multiplication

2 x 5 . 7,

5 x 2 . /Q

5

ZO
x 4 = -.V

2 x 7 = ///- ,

7 x 2 = /1

238

2 , 3

1 x 3 =

3 x 1 . _-3

3 x 7 . Z/
7 x 3 . ,--9/

5 x 1 . _5--

1 x 5 . ,5

3 x 8 = 2 L

8 x 3 = .2-/
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Chapter 9

PARTITIONS AND RATIONAL NUMBERS

BACKGROUND

Meaning of the whole numbers is developed by observing collections of

equivalent sets--sets whose members can be paired so that a one-to-one

correspondence is established between the membeA of any two sets in the

collection. The property common to the sets below and to all sets whose

members can be pla ed in a one-to-one correspondence with the members of

any one of these sets has the number property, three.

1"T

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. Children learn to partition

sets of objects into subsets, and first understandings of the rational

numbers of arithmetic are developed by partitioning sets of objects and

regions into equivalent parts.

First, sets of objects are partitioned into subsets of a given number

of members, and the number of subsets identified. For example, we ask,

"How many sets of 5 are there in a set of 20?" We partition a set of 20

into subsets of 5 members each. We note that there are 4 equivalent sub-

sets. We can think of these subsets as forming an array of 4 rows of 5.

Next, sets of objects are partitioned into a given number of subsets,

and then the number of members in each of the equivalent subsets is

identified. For example, we ask, "If 20 players are divided into 5 teams

with the same numb.ar of members on each team, then there are how many

members on each team?" Or, "If there are 24 cookies to be shared among 6

children so that each child has the same number of cookies, how many

cookies will each child receive?"
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Following this; sets of objects are partitioned into equivalent parts

and the number of parts are identified. Regions are partitioned into

equivalent parts--patts that fit exactly, and the number of parts identi-

fied. No number is associated with these parts of a set or region.

Then, physical models are used in developing understanding of the

Consider each of the
1

rational numbers,
2

1

'

2

' 3
and

3 2

2

' an
3

following as a basic unit:

The property common to each of the shaded parts of the unit is the ntm-
1ber which can be represented by the fraction, 7, and named "one- third''.

Consider each of the following as a basic unit:

The property common to each of the shaded parts of the unit is the
1number which cen be represented by the fraction, 7, and named

"one-half".

2
) ,

Similar models are used to develop understanding of 2 and
2

)

2 For example, the rational numbers associated with the shaded areas

of the physical models below (each representing a unit) are

2

2 3

)

2

3
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2

2

3

3

Finally, simple problems such as the following are considered:

If 10 cookies are distributed fairly to just 2 children, how

many cookies will each get? A set of 10 is partitioned into

2 equivalent subsets to find how many members each will have.

This leads to the statement,

1
of 10 is 5.

The statement

"1
of 10 is

is illustrated by a 2 by 5 array marked in this way:

0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

where we are intrested in only one of the two rows and its relation to

the entire array.

In a similar way we arrive at the statement

1 of 12 is

by asking a question as,

If 12 cookies are distributed fairly to 3 children, how

many cookies will each get?

The number, 7 , is associated with the ri:,ged regions in the array

if the array is regarded as 1 set. There are 4 objects within this

ring.
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Maio

9-1. PARTITIONING SETS INTO EQUIVALENT SUBSETS

OBJECTIVE: To partition sets into equivalent subsets of a given number

of members.

VOCABULARY: (Review) partition, equivalent.

MATERIALS: A set of 16 disks or other small objects for each child;

A set of 16 disks to he used on the flannel board.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place a set of 12 disks (or other small objects) on each child's
desk. Ask each child to find out how many objects are on his desk.

Each of you has twelve objects on your desk.

I have twelve disks on the flannel board.

Now pull 4 members of your set to one side of your desk. (You

should do likewise with the materials on the flannel board.)

What do we call this part of the set? (Subset.)

Have children continue to pull subsets of 4 members each to other

positions on their desks. (As they do this you separate the objects

on the flannel board into subsets of 4 members each.) Ask children
to make as many subsets with 4 members as they can.

How many subsets do you have? (3.)

Does each subset have 4 members? (Yes.)

Do we have 1 fours in our starting set? (Yes.)

We PARTITIONED our starting set into 1 subsets with 4 members
each.

Have children put all disks into one set again and then partition the
set into subsets with 3 members each, using the same procedure as above.
You follow a similar procedure with the objects on the flannel board.
When 4 subsets of 3 have been obtained, ask the following questions:



You Eartitioned your set of 12 members.

How many subsets do you have? (4.)

How many members in each subset? (3.)

Do you have 4 threes in your starting set? (Yes.)

Use the same procedure and partition the set of 12 into subsets

of 2. Say "12 is 6 twos." Partition the set into subsets of 6.

Say, "12 is 2 sixes."

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 239-240:

Children-should first tell how many objects are in the picture.

They complete the first sentence. Then, they should ring sets, as

indicated, and tell how many equivalent subsets there are.

Pages 241-242:

Not only do children tell how many objects in the picture and the

number of equivalent subsets of the given number of members, but they

also relate the situation to multiplication language.

FURTHER ACTIVITIES:

449

1. Have children put 8 objects on their desks. Let individual

children suggest ways of partitioning. ("Bill, hou many things

shall we use for our first subset?") If no child suggests it,

make certain that sometime during the period it is noticed that a

set of 3 can be partitioned into subsets of ? and into Subsets

of 4. Also, if not suggested, ask children to partition the set

into subsets of 1 member each and into subsets of 8 members

each.

WhaL would happen if you partitioned your set into subsets of

1 member each? (Then we would have 8 subsets of 1 member

each.)

What would happen if you partitioned your set into subsets of

8 members each? (Then we would have just 1 subset of e

members.)

2. Draw sets on chalkboard (balls, trees, kites, etc.) and ask

children to draw rings around equivalent subsets of various numbers

of members. Use sets of 6, 4 2, 9, 10, etc. While one child

is drawing the rings on the chalkboard, the other children can make

a Similar set or their desks and show the subsets by moving the

objects.
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Partitioning

There are trees.

Ring sets of 5.

There are sets of 5.

There are /oP

Ring sets of 3.

There are 6 sets of 3.

239
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Partitioning

/--

ti

There are /6 houses.

Ring sets of 8.

There are 2 sets of 8.

240
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Partitioning

o

(' (--

There are / balls. There are 7sets of 2./ is 7 twos.Ring set of 2.

4

241
i, 1/. '.,.
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Partitioning

Go 00 /\n
00-0 a

There are /0 houses. There are sets of 5.

Ring sets of 5.

0000Talib
(There are houses.

Ring sets of 7.

There are
(///
/ is

I

sets of 7.

sevens.

1

242
'1
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Place a set 16 objects -)n the flannel 1)('ad. Ak a ohild t-

tell hol<many s'Ijectc, are n the flannel board. Then ask a child t.

partition the set into sets of four. Obs..rve that there are, 4 :et:

of fou in a set of sixteen.

We know that there are fuur members in each f the:`e subset.7.

How can we arrange the objects so it would be easier tc .ee that

there are 4 ,biects in-each set?

If chIlldren do not suggest an array, then ask a ohiLa to show how these

4 sets of 4 can be arranged in an array.

We know that if there are 4 in the fir,t ROW and the other r-,wo

are the same, then each row Lall 4 members.

We can make a set of it, into an array having 4 rows and 4

membe4s in each row.

We see tlat a set of 16 can be oartitIoned into 4 subsets of 4.

ii many fours are there in 16?

We see that , 1.(_ is h fours.

Repeat this prDeedure, partitioning a set of 16 into subsets ,f

by arranging the objects in an array so that each row has 2 mem'. rn.

How many rows do we have? (8.)

Have the set of 1.;,. arranged in rows of P members each.

How many rows do we have? (.z:.)7
Have the set of 16 arranged in rows with 1 member in each row, etc.

Distribute counters (disks, buttons, etc.) Ask children to show

an array to find hod many sets of ; ,there a-e in a set of 9.

7.
. C,)ntlnuing the same wayf.have the children find.how many rows of 7

members eacti will be in ari array of 14 members. How many rows of 5

members each will be is an array of 10 members? etc.

USING THE PUPIL': -ook./K pages 24;-244:

Shild:--n are to complete the starting set as indicated. They may

draw similar objects or use rings cr Xis. Then they mnplete the

sentence:

4)
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Partitioning

Show 6 balls.

Have 3 balls in each row.

.

0 0 n
.. _

There are balls.

Show 6 balls.

Have 2 balls in each row.

..cp L-)c 0
There are 4 balls.

. .

is 2 threes. -is.- 3. twos.

2 x3. 6= 3 x2.

Show 8 balls.

Have 4 balls in each row.

0 0 0 C.)
0 0 0 0

JThere are balls.

Show 10 balls.

Have 2 halls in each row.C 0
CD()00

CD,._, 0
There are`'/Oc) balls.

IiS fOurs. /0 is 5 twos.

8= x4. 10= ---- x2.

243

2 ,)
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Partitioning

Show 8 boxes..

Have 2 boxes in each row.

nEl
K

x

There are boxes.

Iis twos.

8= 77. x2.

Show 12 boxes.

Have 3 boxes in each row.

X X )<

x X
2( X

There are /2 boxes.

is threes.

12= x3.

St/low 15 boxes.

Have 5 boxes in each row.

X X XX
X X X X )C
>< X

There are boxes

15 =

is

x5.

fives.

Show 12 boxes.

Have 4 boxes in each row.

X X X )K

X x XX

There are / boxes.

Is

12= 3 x4.

fours.

244
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9-s:. PARTITIONING INTO A GIVEN NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT SETS

OBJECTIVE: To partition a set into a given number of equivalent subsets.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: A bet of 16 counters (disks, buttons, etc.) for each child;

a set of 16 disks to be used -n the flannel board.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Present the following problem:

Nary, Sue and Betty have 12 cookies.

They want to share the cookies so that each girl will have the same

number of cookies.

How can they do this?

Children will probably suggest giving one to each girl in turn until all

cookies have been distributed; "passing them out" until all are gone.

Explain that we must see that each girl gets the same number of cookies.

Let these disks represent the cookies.

How many shall we out on the flannel board? (12.)

Place three yarn rings on the flannel board so that each girl's cookies

may be placed inside tne ring. Remove a subset of 3 from the set of

12 and place a cookie inside each ring. Continue this procedure until

no more subsets of ; can be removed from the starting set. Ask how

many cookies each girl will get. Ask children to describe another way

of showing the = subsets. If they do not suggest putting the disks in

rows, suggest that we put the disks in three r-ws. The first row then

shows the cookies that Mary gets, the second row shows Sue's cookies and

tne third row shows B,,tty's cookies.

Again, rem..ive a sub-et of -; from the starting set of 12. Place

the disks as the first member in each f 3 rows, as,

RPmove a sec -no subset ,f ; and place a disk in each of the 3

ro% . Continue until the 4 -,ubsets have been removed.

L.:
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If children do not observe that an array has been made and that

it is easy to see that each row has 4 members, ask them to tell how

many rows and how many members in each row.

Let us complete 1,his sentence (which you write on the

chalkboard)

12 Is three 's.

Discuss the fact that making an array helps them to find out how many

cookies each girl receives. (4.)

Have children use objects on their desks to find out how many mem-

bers in each set if a set of 10 is partitioned into 2 equivalent
subsets. When they find the answer, then write:

10 is two 5 's.

10 = 2 x 5

Continue with several other problems, such as, a set of 12 as 4

subsets of how many members, a set of 8 as 4 subsets of how many

members, a set of ) as 3 subsets of how many members, a set of 14

as 2 subsets of how many members, etc. To solve these problems and

similar problems children should use objects.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 245-247:

Children are to first tell the number of objects in the picture.

Then they separate the set into the number of given subsets, drawing

a ring around each subset or drawing lines to separate the objects into

the subsets, and complete the 6,--cences.

Discuss the first example with the children. For example,

There are 6 apples.

Imagine that three children a/e to share the apples.

Show the apples each child gets.

Make clear that they are to use all th,' objects and that the same

number of objects must be in each subset. instruct them as to how they

may show the subsets, as,
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Suggest that they imagine problems for the other pictures, such as,

There are 6 blocks. Think of putting the same

number of blocks in each of 2 boxes. Show the

blocks that go in each box.
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Partitioning

There are to apples

Show 3 sets.

6 is three 2 's.

6 = 3 x 2 . ..

There are 6 blocks.

Show 2 sets.

(
A

)

6 is two 3 's.

6 = 2 x 3 .

There are

Show 2 sets.

umbrellas.

4 is two 2 's.

4 = 2x 2.

There are /6 squares.

Show 5 sets.r
n

n)

rn u n
L4

10 is five is.

10 = 5 x 2.

I

245

';
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Partitioning

There are balls.

Show "3 sets.

!I

05,

12 is three is,

12 = 3 x -1,.

Where are 20
blocks.

Show 4 sets.

-11ERm"om_iimilIIII
/----_,

20 is four 1/4.__ 's.

20 = 4 x

There are rectangles.

Show 5 sets.

10 is five

10 = 5 x 2.
's.

There are /G circles.
Show 6 sets.

Q_.
0 0
1C----) O__

0 0t 0
0 12 is six 2 ,s.

12 = 6x 2
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Partitioning

There are 6 bananas.

Show 3 sets.

\.. ----------

----:-Z.

_-----.....---:_.-

---
.....

. -.........1

.._....
------_

,..
..".---.-

6 is three 2 is.
6 = 3 x 2 .

-",---

There are o candles.

Show 2 sets.

is two 4 is.

= 2 x // .

There are /6 stars.

Show 4 sets.

0 000Er 00
O 00
O 00

I

16 is four 4 's.

16 = 4 x //.

There are /2 circles.

Show 2 cotc

0
0

0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0 0
12 is two

12 = 2 x

IS.

247

9
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9-3. PARTS OF REGIONS AND SETS

OBJECTIVE: To partition given regions and sets 01 objects into two and

thr e congruent or equivalent parts.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: Sheet of yellow and blue paper; rectangular and circular

regions and set of objects to be used on the flannel board;

drinking straws; and other objects that can be separated into

congruent or equivalent parts. A piece of yarn. A set of

12 objects (disks, buttons, etc.) for each child. A piece

of string for each child.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place an "apple" or circular piece of felt on the flannel board.

Here is one apple.

How can we cut it to have two parts the same size? (If children

suggest ways, cut the "apple" according to their directions.

may be necessary to take another "apple" and try again if they find

that the parts are not the same size.',

Then take one part from the flannel board, holding it in your hand so

children can see it. Ask,

11.7)14 many, parts are in a hand? (1.)

How many parts are row on the flannel board? (1.) (Return the

part to the flannel board.)

11,)w many equivalent parts in the Whole apple? ('e:.)

C-ntinue the liscussion by placing a circular region ( r rectangular

region) on the flannel boardone which has already been cut into 3

congruent parts.

Here is n Piece spaped like a circle.

It has already been cut.

How many Pieces. are there? (3.)

Are these parts all the same size?

How can you tell? (Place one part on each of the others to see if

they fit exactly.)

H)w many pe.ILI: in the whole piece? (J.)
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Then remove two parts from the flannel board, holding them so that the

children can see them.

Huw many parts do I have in mE hand? (2.)

How many parts are still on the flannel board? (1.) (Put the

pieces on the flannel board again.)

Now how many pieces are on the board? (3.)

Do we have-our starting region on the flannel board? (Yes.)

Continue the discussion using drinking straws as the starting units.

Tape one to the chalkboard. Obse-ve that the other straws are just as

long as the one on the-board. Cut one of these into 2 congruent parts.

Cut the other into 3 congruent parts. Place these below the straw on

the board. Indicating the straw cut into two parts, ask a child to

draw a ring around one -f the parts. Then erase the ring and ask another

child to draw a ring around two of the parts. In a Similar way, note

the three parts of the other straw--1 part, 2 parts, and 3 parts- -

all of the same size.

Uee other materials ,Lich enable children to observe first a whole

unit and then to recognjze that it has been partitioned into 2 or 3

congruent parts -- parts of the same size and shape.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 248-249:

Children observe the number of congruent parts into which the unit

has been partitioned. Then they complete the sentence and color the

number of parts indicated.



Parts of Regions

There are 2 parts.
.

Cplor 1 part red.

There are 3 parts.

Color 1 part green.

465

There are 3 parts.

Color 1 part blue.

248

There are 2 parts.

Color 1 part green.
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Parts of Regions

I

There are parts.

Color 2 parts red.

There are L ti parts.

Color 2 parts blue.

1 n

rri
There are 2 parts.

Color 2 parts green.

249

There are parts.

Color 3 parts red.-

There are 3 parts.

Color 3 parts blue.

fet/4-freErZ-
F:A-EE/z_

There are parts.

Color 3 parts green.
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Place a set of 6 objects on the flannel board.

Here we have one set of objects.

Let's partition this set into part', so that the parts are

equivalent.

Separate the objects into 2 parts. Place a piece of yarn around each

part. Ask a child to show one part of the set. Then ask h. many parts

do not have rings around them. (1.) Remove the yarn.

How many parts do we have on the board? (3.)

Do we have our starting set? (Yes.)

Then ask a child to separate the set into 3 equivalent parts.

Ask how many parts there are. ksk a child to use the yarn to show 1

part of the set. Remqving the yarn, 'Isk another child to show 2 parts

of the set, again using the yarn to show the two parts. Again, removing

the yarn, ask another child to show 3 parts of the set.
.01

Give each child 12 counters (disks, buttons, etc.) and a piece

of string. Ask each child to place a set of 4 objects on his desk.

When they have done this, ask f qi to partition his set into 2

equivalent parts. After this is completed, ask each to us, the

string to show one part. Then ask each child to show two. parts. (At

this time, we are not concerned with the number of objects in each part.)

Continue the lesson by asking each child to put a set of c: objects

on cus desk. First partition into equivalent part.s and give in-

structions as above. Then, ask each to partition the set of 6 into

j equivalent parts. Using their strings, they identify 1 part, .?

parts, and parts.

Use sets of° 2, 8, 10, and 12 for partitioning sets into 2

equiv4ent parts.

Use sets of 3, 9, and 12 for partitioning sets into ; equiva-

lent parts.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 250-251:

Children observe the number _;f equivalent parts into which the set

has been partitioned. Then they complete the sentence and color each

object in the parts indicated. Demonstrate with first exercise on

page 250. Alert children to horizontal partitioning in the exercise

with six balls. Ask:

Can you find the lines partitioning the balls?

2
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Part of Sets

..,

.C.

4\A
There are

,

parts. Color 1 part. There

SIN04)

are 3 parts. Color 1 part

There are parts.

Color 1 part.

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 *

There are 2 parts.

Color 1 part.

i`

There are parts.

Color 2 parts.

e

I
There are 3 parts.

Color 2 parts.

250

...

)

I

\.
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Parts of Sets

x

There are 3 parts. Color 2 parts.

i i
i
i
i

n

There are 3 parts. Color 2 parts.

There are 2 parts. Color 2 parts. There are 3 parts. Color 3 parts.

There are 3 parts. Color 1 part.

251
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9-4. ONE-HALF

OBJECTIVE: To intrccuce the idea of one-half, and the symbol for one-

half, also, the idea of two halves, and the symbol for two

halves.

VOCABULARY: One-half, two naives.

MATERIALS: Materials for flannel board--sets of objects, rectangular

and circular'regions.

1 2
Numeral cards to be used on the flannel

board. Stts of objects for chillen to use on desk and

the numeral cards

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

2

1

2

and

Place flannel cut-outs (apples) on the flannel board in no

particular arrangement. Ask children how many applt,s are on the flannel

board. lien say- -

Here is 1 set of apples.

Lotts partition this set into 2 equivalent parts.

Who can show the two parts? (Let a child who thinks he can show

two equivalent subsets of apples, do so.)

Does anyone know what number describes this part of the starting

set that we have on the flannel board? (Indicate one of the 2

subsets.)

Some child nay be able to associate the number, one-half, with the part

of the set. If tney say, "Three," acknowledge that three describes the

number of apples but we want a number to describe the part of one set.

If no one knows the number, tell the children that we have a new

kind of number, a number whose name is one-half. Continue the discussion

having children pretend that they are to give the two parts f the set

of apples to two children, each child receiving one part.

Ask,

What number describes the part of the set apples that Susan has?

(One-half.)

that number describes the part r.t tne set of apples that John has?

(One-half.)

'1
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Then tell the children that the name of this number is written like this--

as you exhibit the numeral card
1

. Have them look at the two cards
2

on their desks. Ask which of the cards names the number, one-half.
"1

iPoint out that the numeral "2" is made by using the numerals fr one

and two. YJII may 'wish to as if there are other numerals whicn are made

by using 1 and 2. (12 and 21.) Emphasize that we write these names

in a different way. We write "1", put a bar under it, and write "2"

under the bar. (We D not expect children to write these numerals.

They are just to recognize the numeral for one-half and later two-halves.)

Let us look at the set of apples again.

How many one-halves are shown? (2.)

The number that'describes the whole set which has been separated

into two equivalent parts is two-halves.

We write the name of this number like this--(exhibit the numeral

card ).

Because many chi-dren have only the idea that one -calf means a part of

something, or less than all of a set, it is necessary to emphasize that

finding one-half of a set required partitioning the set into 2

equivalent subsets.

Provide experiences for showing one-half and two halves of many

different sets--4, 5, 10, 12. It is important that children learn

to think of the set of objects as one set and that to find one-half of

the set, they partition (Dr separate) the set into tl.o equivalent sub-

sets.

Take a sheet of paper. Have the children observe the sheet of

ppper. Place it on the chalkboard or some place where it can be kept

in view. Then take another sheet of paper and show by placing it on

top of the first sheet that the sheets are the same size. One fits

exactly on the other.

Here is another sheet of paper the same size.

Let's separate this sneet into 2 parts. (Fold the paper and cut

it.)

Are these parts the same size? (Yes.)

How can we be certain? (Put one piece on t)T of the other. See if

they fit exactly.)

If the number 1 describes this sheet of paper (Indicate the sheet
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on the chalkboard), "`.at number describes this part of a sheet of

paper (hold up one of the two pieces)? (One-half.)

Ask a child to identify the numeral for this number by showing the numeral

card which ha- its name. Then show both Pieces of the sheet that has

been cut.

What number describes the paper that I now have in my hand? (If

children answer 1, accept this answer. However, also tell them

that they can name the number, two-halves.)

Ask children to show the numeral card which names two- halves.

Continue with other regions where first the unit is identified and then

it is separated into two parts of the same size. Identify the part that

can be described by one-half and by two-halves.

Again, it is important that children learn that the number one-half

describes that part of a set of l which has been separated into two

equivalent parts and that two-halves describes two such parts.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 252-25:

Children are to ring the word "Yes" if the shaded part of the set

can be described by mne-half or by two-halves. They then ring the name

of the number. If ne:ither one-half nor two - halves describes the shaded

part, then they ring the Lord, "No."
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One Half

253

4/ .1

4... .., 0



ON 

rz 
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9-5. ONE-THIRD

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the idea of one third, and the symbol for one-

third, also, two thirric and three thirds.

VOCABULAR:: One-third, two-thirds, three-thirds.

MATERIALS: Sets of materials for the flannel board, rectangular and

circular regions cut into three congruent parts. The

numeral cards
17

3
to be used on flannel

3
board. A set of l' counters (disks, buttons, etc.) for

each child. Three numeral cards for each child

3

2

3

3

3

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

, also numeral cards used previously.

1

3

Make a display of 12 disks on the flannel board. Review the idea

of one-half by askitib the children to imagine that the disko are cookies

and that two children are to share the cookies. Each child is to have

just as mony cookies as the other. Ask two children to come to the board

and decide how they might share these. If a suggestion is needed, ask

each to take a cookie, and then each to take another cookie, and so on

until all cookies are gone.

Then ask the first child to place his share of the cookies in a row.

Ask the second child to place his share in a row below that of the first

child. Then ask other children to name the number that describes the

part of the set that each child has. They can indicate this by using

their numeral cards. Together the children have how many halves?

Again, the children respond by using their numeral cards. Again, arrange

the 12 disks on the flannel board. Ask how three children can share

the twelve cookies so that each child will have the same number of cookies.

Ask three children to come to the board and decide how to do this.

They may each take a cookie, then each take anc.ther cookie, and continue

this process until all the cookies are gone. Ask the first child to

place his share of the cookies in a row, the next child to place his in

4 row below that of the first child's cookies, and so on.

Ask if anyonc knows what counter describes the part of the set of

cookies each child has. If no one says, "One-third," recall that we

started with 1 set. The number which describes the part one child

(name the child) has is one-third.
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Have the numeral cards to be used displayed. Which of these do you
,1N

think names one-third? Identify the name for one-third. l)
3

Then talk about the cookies that two children have as being two-

thirds of the one set of cookies. Identify the name for this number.

f.--)2N
k Children have three-thirds of the set of cookies or all of the
3

cookies. Identify the name for this number. (1)
3

Repeat with other sets of objects until the idea that one-third

is the number which describes one of three equivalent parts of the set;

that two-thil,ls describes two such parts, and that three-thirds describes

the three pa-sts or the entire set. Children tell what number describes

the part indicated by using their numeral cards.

Have children work individually with sets of objects, showing what

part of a set of 6 can be described by one-third, two-thirds, three-

thirds. They can indicate the part of the set by putting a piece of

string around that part. Give them instructions orally and by indicat-

ing the parts using th,Irnumeral cards. In a similar way, they work with

sets of 9, 3, 12, and l' objects.

Follow procedures similar to those used for developing the under-
-

standing of one-half, using sheets of paper. Then continue with other

circular and rectangular regions. First, they should observe the

starting unit. Then another unit the same size is separated into three

congruent parts.

It is important in this 2esson that children learn that the number,

one-third, describes 1 of the j equivalent or congruent parts into

which the starting'set of objects ,r region has been partitioned. Uso,

they learn that three-thirds describes the entire set or region.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 255-2',6:

Children are to ring the word "Yes" if the shaded part of the set or
1 2

region can be described by , . :hcn they ring the numeral
3 3 3

1

that names the number. If the shaded region cannot be described by these

numbers, then they ring the word, "No."

Pages 2'7-2',8:

Children ring the correct numeral. If neither names 1.he number

which describes the shaded regi , they ring "No."

2 4
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One-Third

255

1

3

2

T

3..

3j

NO
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One-Third

NO

3

3

3

YES

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

'r - ' Cr 3

3

NO
3

YES

1

3

2

3

3

3

NO

1

3

2

256
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Regions

Ring the correct numeral

1

3

NO

2

NO

3

NO

257257

.

i

A

1

1

3

NO

NO

3

NO



Sets of Objects
Ring the correct numeral:

,

258

2 4 ,)
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9-6. USING RATIONAL NUMBERS

OBJECTIVE: To find the number of objects in one-half and one-third

of a given set.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: A set of 12 objects (apples) to be used on the flannel

board; a se, of 12 counters (disks, buttms, et?..) f'r

each child.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Place a set of 8 objects (apples) on the lnnnel board.

Suppose that we Eat these apples on two plates.

--- -----
We will let these pieces represent the plates. (Place two flannel

strips on the flannel board.)

We will put just as many apples on one plate as on the other.

Who can separate the set of apples into two equivalent subsets?

(Ask child who thinks he can do this to do so.)

What part of the set of iipples is on this plate (indicate plate)?

(1)
2

What part of the set of apples is on this plate (indicate other

plate)? (1)
2

How manv.apples are on this plate? (Again, indicate first plate.)

(a.)

How many apples are on this plate? (Indicate other plate.) (4.)

Let's write sentences that describe what we have done.

Again ask for the number of apples that were placed -n the flannel

board. Then write:

There are apples.
0

How many apples are in =2 of the set? (4.)

We write:

1 of 8 is 4.

C mtinue with other sets if apples--6 apples, 4 apples, 2 apples,

10 apples. Eath set is then partitioned into t-to equivalent parts.

Each part is identified as one-half ;A' the set of apples. Then a_k for

the number of apples in each part. When those actions and .ral descrip-

tions have been given, then write the sentence that can be associated

with finding 2 of the set of objects.

*

L
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1
of 6 is 3.

2

1
of 4 is 2.

2

1
of 2 is 1.

2

1
of 10 is 5.

2

2

1 1

2
of 1 is .

Ask childlren to use sets of objects on their desks. Use sets of

4, 6, 8, 2( and 10. They first show one-half of the set. Then,

they tell how many objects are in that part of the set. You write on
1

the chalkboard the sentence that describes finding
2

of each set of

objects.

Read the following word problems to the children. Let them use

the objects on their desks to find the answers. Then you write the

sentences that can be associated with the problem on the chalkboard.

After they find the answer, write the numeral in the blank to complete

the sentence.

1. 6 boys were playing ball. One-half of the

boys went home. How many boys went home?

(3.) What part of the group was still

playing ball? (3.)

(1 of 6 is .)

2. Mother had 8 sticks of gum. She gave 1

of the gum to Mary. How many sticks of gum

did mother give to Mary? (4.)

(i of 8 is

3. John had 4 cookies. He gave 2 cookies

to Tom. What part of the set of cookies did

Tom get? (2.) What part of the set of cookies

did John still have? (;-.)

of 4 = .)

1
4. Father had 12 neils. He used -f of the

nails to make a bird house. How many nails

did he use? (6.)

(-3f of 12 is .)

What part of the set of nzils did he still

have? (

1.)
2

2 4 7
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USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 59-260:

Children first color the objects to show the two equivalent parts

of the set. Then they complete the sentence.

Use similar experiences for using the number one-third, first

starting with a set of 12 objects (apples) on the flannel board. Then

put them on three plates, etc.

Continue the discussion with othar sets of objects on the flannel

board, as, sets of 6, (-4, 3, and 1. Also have children use objects

on their lesks. Now they separate the set into .) parts and identify
1

of the set.

Pa es 261-262:

Children first color the objects to show the three equivalent parts

of the set. Then they complete the sentence.

/ )
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One Half

Color
1

of each set blue. Color the other half red. Fill the blanks.

There are stars.

-2- of 6 is 3

There are // umbrellas.

of 4 is 2

259
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One Half

1
Color T of each set blue. Color the other half red. Fill in the blanks.

There are hearts.

1 '1r of 8 is

88800
eeese

There are /0 circles.

1
_6T of 10 is -.

260
4)

, 1
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One Third

1 1 1
Color -3 of each set blue. Color -3- of each set red. Color 3-

of each set green. Fill in the blanks.

There are

1
-j-- of 6 is

umbrellas.

2

There are milk bottles.

-13- of 6 is 2

There are houses.

1r of 3 is / .

261

96 ;
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One Third

1
1 1Color -3- of each set blue. Color r of each set red. Color r

of each set green. Fill the blanks.

taa bll-c-

Ck Cf6V

CVIAtii 124R''l *tea
Cit 4-Y 1. CF6VpI

There are 9 telephones.

1- of 9 is 3.
3

There are / circles.

3 of 12 is 4L

r

There is / region.

1 of 1 is . . -3 .
3

262

" 1... , . ,



Chapter 10

LINEAR MEASUREMENT

BACKGROUND

489

In this chapter, we discuss the measurement of line segment. Recall

that a line segment is the set of points followed in passing along a

straight path from a given point A to a given point B. Two line segments

are congruent proviled that they have the same size, so that one will fit

exactly on the other.

Long before the child comes tc school he has experience in comparisons

of order: his father taller than he is; his sister is younger than he

is; the new house is bigger than the old house; this pail is heavier than

that pail. He has also had experience with the notion of measure; he

understands and makes such statements as, "My dad is 6 feet tall,"

"We get 3 quarts of milk a day," "It takes me 15 minutes get to

iool." Here we wish to extend the child's knowledge and intuitive under-

standing of linear measure.

Our development parallels the historical one. The counting of separate

objects (say, sheep) was a technique not applicable to measuring a region

or curve (like a field or its boundary). Nevertheless, one can often

make comparisons: this field -2.,s larger than that; this boundary is longer

than that. Later, when one field bordered anuther, actual measurement be-

car necessary. When u unit of measure (e.g., that part of a rope between

t knots) was agreed upon, it was possible to designate a piece of pro -

oerty having a length 01 "50 units of rope" and having a width of "30

units ul rope". With the incre c. in travel and communication it became

obviou. "oat "C) unit., of rope' di: riot always reFresent the same length.

Hence, :24,, lnrd units well .idopted. Fnr convenience in measuring, rules

or scales m' n in the.,e .A,andarl unit; were introduced.

MEASURE, LENGTH, UNITS

In measuring line segments, we fie a particular line segment,

say RS, to serve as a unit.

R S

unit
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The length of RS itself is then 1 unit. To measure any given line

segment CD, we lay off the unit RS along it.

C

unit unit

If the unit can be laid off exactly twice, as in the picture, we say

that the measure of CD is 2, and that the length of CD is 2 units.

If the unit could be laid off exactly three times, we would say that the

measure of CD is ., and that the length of CD is 3 units. The

measure of a line segment is a number: the number of times the unit can

be laid off on a line segment. When naming a length, we use bosh the

measure and the unit.

LENGTH TO THE NEAREST UNIT

More often than not, the unit will not fit exnotly :,ome whole number

of times. There will be a part of a unit left aver. In the picture be-

low, the unit can be laid off along the segment AB 3 times, with a part

of a unit left over, but it does not fit 4 times.

A

anit unit unit

The length of AB is then greater than 3 units but le_s than 4 units.

Moreover, in our examples the length of AB is visibly nearer to 3

units than to 4 units. In this case, we say that the length of AB

to the nearest unit is 3 units. This approximation is the best we can

give without introducing fractional partb of a unit or shifting to a

smaller unit. In thi, chapter, we will not introduce the phrase, to the

nearest unit, but will note that the length of AB above is between 3

and h units.

STANDARD UNITS AND SYSTEMS OF MEASURES

The acceptance of a standard unit for purposes .f communication is

soon followed by an appreciation of the convenience of: having a variety

;
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of standard units. An inch is a suitable standard unit for measuring the

edge of a sheet of paper, but hardly satisfactory icr finding the length

of the schoo,. corridor. While a yard is a satisfactory standard for

measuring the school corridor, it would not be a sensible unit for finding

the distance between Chicago and Philadelphia.

)
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10-1. LINE SEGMENT, STRAIGHTEDGE

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the concept of line segment and the use of the

straightedge.

VOCABULARY: Straightedge, line segment.

MATERIALS: Jump rope, yarn, string, thread; various models of line

segments; unmarked strips of cardboard (at least 10 inches

in length).

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Show a loosely held string between two pencils. Pall the string

tightly to demonstrate the idea of a straight path.

Ask the children to identify objects that display straight paths:

the edge cf a dL,k, a sheet of paper, etc.

Explain that these ae all examples of line segment:: a Jtraightedge

from one point to another. Call attention t the physical things that

suggest the endpoints. For example, if the edge of a block 1-, mentioned

as a line segment, then the corners .)f the block represent the endpoints.

On the chalkboard show two points. D:a4 a line segment between them.

Use an unmarked cardboard straightedge, since one will be used later by

the children.

Explain that it is often helpful to ive names to the endpoints.

Label them A and B as shown.
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Explain further that the names of the endpOints may be used to name

the line segment either as AB or as BA. Illustrate and name several

other line segments.

Uncover on the chalkboard, a picture of a triangle. Ask the children

if there is 'Els way in which they can use line segments and letters to des-

cribe the triangle. Then label the triangle.

Help the children to visualize that this triangle can be described as

being made up of line segment AB, line segment BC, and line segment CA.

Shy to more points on the beard. Demonstrate a technique for using

straightedge and cnalk. Show that if a piece of chalk is placed on ore

point and the straightedge lined up slightly below the other point,

then the line segment drawn will include both points. Also, discuss the

importance of holding the straightedge at the center rather than at an

end.

Distribute a cardboard strip to each child. Have each child put 2

dots on a sheet of paper and use his cardboard strip to draw a line

segment with these dots as endpoints. Ask them to draw other line

segments bc-ween other pairs of endpoints.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 263-264:

A line segment connects two points. A straightedge can be

used to draw a line segment.

Page 263:

, Give oral directions to uraw line segments AC, EC, and BD.

Tell Vle children to place their pencils on point A, line up thr

straightedge with point C, hold it in the center, then draw AC.

Do the same for the second exercise on this page.

2 L3 f
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Page 264:

Read instructioris and give help where needed. Some children

may not think to count AD and BC as line segments. In discussion,

help them see that the two shorter line segments are part of the

longer line segment. Note also that two small triangular regions

such E0 those bounded by AABE and DACE are part of the larger

triangular region bounded by AABC.

Pages 265-266:

Read instructions for both pages, then let children work inde-

pendently. When page 266 is completed, ask the children to compare

the two examples (what happens when point D is inside, outside,

the triangle). They snould learn that AB and AC mean line seg-

ment AB and line segment AC.

Each page presents one of the ideas of this section for visual

comparison. RLad the instructions with the children. Make sure that

they agree that the marking of the first example on each page is

correct.
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Line Segments

Draw AC, EC, and BD.
t,

1Draw AE, AC, and DE

B

D

..-"----

263

v 5:3
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Line Segments

:)raw AB, BD, DC and CA.

Connect point. E with the other points.

'C

I-ow many line segments can you count?

Color a square region red.

Color one triangular region blue.
r

i

/O

264
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Line Segments

Connect each point by a line segment to each of the other points.

, F

E

Do any line segments cross?

Mark Yes or No.
---Th

Yes Nor)

A

/-------C .

/How many line segments cross? .S

265

2
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Line Segments

Draw AB and AC.

Now connect point D with the other points.

c-2
How many line segments cross? .--,

Draw BA and BC.

Now connect point D with the other points.

B

_ D

Do any line segments cross? Yes No

266

41
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10-2. COMPARING LINE SEGMENTS

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the ideas of longer than, longest, shorter

than, shortest, same length as.

To compare line segments by using an intermediate model.

WaA.BULARY: Compare, longer than, longest, shorter than, shortest,

same length as.

MATERIALS: One long paint brush and one short paint brush for each

child, several tagboard and chipboard sheets of varied

lengths, flannel board, three strips of cloth of differ-

ent lengths, individual pieces of string, each 8

inches long, and as needed, pencils, pipe cleaners,

pick-up sticks, book, straws.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:,

COMPARING LENGTHS OF OBJECTS

Give each child one short paint brush and one long paint trush.

There should be a distinct difference in Length between Lhe bKrshes.

If brushes are not available in quantity, use straws.

Ask the children to put the brushes on end on their desks. Find

out how the brushes are alike. (Both are brushes, wood, etc.) Find\

cut how they are different. (This brush is longer than that paint

brush.)

Suggest to a child that he ob--rve the brushes of the child next

to him. Ask him to find a brush the same Length as one of his, and

to display the two. Continua with another child finding a brkIsh

longer than (shorter than) his.

Select the chliuren at one table for lemonstration. Give a paint

brush to one child. Ask him to compare the brus:. with the two he has.

Seek the response that the new brush is the same Length as one of his

paint brushes, and longer than the other paint brusn. Repeat with

different chi1Uren, alternating with a short ani a long brush.

L. t)
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USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 267-269:

IDEAS: An object can be longer than, shorter than, or the same length

as another object.

Each page presents one of the ideas of this section for visual

comparison. Read the instructions with the children. Make sure that

they agree that the marking of the first example on each page is

correct.

4)
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Comparing Lengths

Mark the one that is longer than the other.

I I ti===-

t>-

267
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Comparing Lengths

Mark the one that is shorter than the other.

268
'2
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Comparing Lengths

Mark the sticks that are the same length.

J

269
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COMPARING LINE SEGMENTS

Direct the children'., attention to the flannel board where three

strips Jf colored cloth of distinctly different lengths are displayed.

These strips should be placed horizontally and have the same beginning

position.

. . . . ,r; ...

Discuss which strips are longer, then ask which is longest. (The

cne that is longer than any of the others). Repeat with shorter and

shorts t. Test for length by moving one edge against another.

I. two parts of the room place two objects (fairly nrirrr,w) that

are obviously not the same length. compare them at a distance, then

bring the objects together for comparison of their edges. Tnen place

two objects that are the same length and repeat the comparison:

Introduce two narrow tagboard or chipboard sheets, one only slightly

longer than the ot,ner. When the comparison is made, point nut the

advantage of being able to bring the objects together to check the

lengths of their edges.

Call attention to two different edges of the flannel board (one edge

should be shorter). Ask how these line segments could be compared.

Accept any of the following ideas:

1. 11.)1ding one's hands at the ends one line segment and using

this to transfer to the ether line segment. (The endpoints are

marked by the hands. Point out the difficulties involved.)

2. Laying n -)f string beside one line segment, and then grasping

it carefully at the endpoints of the line segment and carrying it

over to the other line seg;,...f. (Clarify that the string represents

the line segment, and the places where it is held the endpoints.

The method not very practical because the string may stretch

if tension on it is increased.) 1

4
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Using a long unmarked stick or piece of paper by placing one end

of the stick or paper at one end of the line segment, marking a

point on the object at the other end of the line segment, and

then comparing the marked object with the other line segment.

(Indicate that the edge of the stack from one end to the mark

represents the line segment.)

Clarify that in each .goe above, in ,,ne .:ay Hr another, a nnedel has

been made of one line segment. This model has been superimposed on the

other segment for comparison.

Use string to show how the edges )f the flannel board can be com-

pared.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, pages 270-275:

IDEAS: Two line segments can be compared by using a model of Dne and

placing it on the other.

Pass out string to,the class. Read the instructions and tell the

children they are tD use the string t- cmpare the line segmento in each

set. Give no moi instructions, but move ar,und and ask leading ques-

tions to those who are obviously cppying Lille to get started.

9 k)
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Comparing Line Segments

Mark the line segment that is longer than the other one.

270

`) e J
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Comparing Line Segments

Mark the line segment that is shorter than the other one.

A

L

S

(

N

271

9 i -!
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Comparing Line Segments

Mark the longest line segment.

t
B

o

E

272

9 : .
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Comparing Line Segments

Mark the line segment that is shortest.
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10- ! IsEASURLI..22N OF LINE SEGMENTS

OBJECTIVE: T introdu.- the idea of measurement f a -e,-mehl a

numbe:: f 'it ve,<=cnto that :an e ni t no a .1

it.

VOCABULARY: Unit segment, units, (rev(iw) length.

MATERIALS: T :thpio:k:, ieses f drinking -tra., 1

an per.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

PRE-BOOK ACTIVITIES:

Provide each child with a number :f t orthpick:. f th, -am, If

Make provision for a number )f line segments to le mea:ured. The ell

points should be clearly indicated. The exercise is t cc is w many

of these toothpicks can be laid end to end al sr.; line regm, ht.

Indicate that the toothpick is but one of mhny c lject. that

use to measure line segments. We call the t thick a unit -egment.

Tne length of the toothpick is one unit. The len,-th of the line . eg-

ment is 4- units. Have the children write the numeral: 4 n tneir

paper. Then continue with several other segments where the lengt `. i, at

least approximately the same as several toothpick: that are line : o.

The length i unit:.

The next set of example: should be thore where the unit erlent

does not fit exactly, as shown be) w. Have the ''.ildren onunt the

toothpicks and discover that the segment is btween and 4 }tooth-

picA in length. Read the f enteno4 and h.tve the children wr?!te the

numerals and 4 where blank: are ncted.

,rs

'_F-ng,ta is c)et,.;-,n units ass sni 3.
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Ask the children to check the examples again, this time using just

one toothpick. Demonstrate how the toothpick is to be laid off and a

mark made s't the end each time so that the next measurement can be done

carefully.

USING THE PUPIL'S BOOK, Pages 274-275:

IDEAS: A line segment may be measured by repeatedly using a unit segment.

Have the children lay the toothpick repeatedly along the segments.

Ask them to count the number of times the unit is used and to write the

correct numerals where shown. Some Jf the examples may result in the

last mark falling on the end of the line segment. In these cases ex-

plain that the number is not "between", but is the count of the unit

segments.

In all exercises, try to make sure that the pupils keep clearly

in mind that the unit is a line segment. It is easy to have this idea

obscured.

The exercises themselves will make clear the possible variety of

units. Class discussion should crystallize the idea that for different

units, a measurement has different numbers. Tj tell a length you need

to tell not ,nly the number of units but also to tell what unit is used.

It should aloo be possible to develop the understanding that the smaller

the unit, the greater the number needed for any particular measurement.

6
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Measuring Line Segments , iyi-Air/-s ePer_.,(4i.i6Z rc--,2

Use a unit seghlent to find each length. .zr-*/(1/E- 2es E`'

C

The length of CD is between and un its.

D

R
,

S
______e

The length of SR is between . and units.

W

B

The length of WB is between and units.

274



Measuring Line Segments 77,s'eciz'/-s

z leiZz.58Z"
Use a unit segment to find each length.

The length is between and units.

The length is between and units.

The length is between and units.

275
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FURTHER ACTIVITIES:

1. Provide each child with several different unit:, (say pieces of

drinking straws) and have him measure the same line segr'tnts with

each unit. If straws are used, for example, there should be some

designation attached to the different ones such as "long straw",

"medium straw", and " short straw" so the pupil can descrice his

results as so many "short straws", etc. An alternative would be
to use different objects as unit segments, such as pencil, chalk, etc.

3

Have different pupils measure_ the same line segment with dit:erent

units. For example, draw a =t1kline on the floor. Ask two children

(with diffeient si:ed feet) t see how many of their foot lengths it

takes to walk from one end c the dhalklinc to the other. Insttad of
a chalkline you may wish to tape a piece of heavy cord to the floor.

Have the pdpils invent thei _wn units and us th,';1. For example,
how many of some child's hand-spans is it arost, the edge of the

bookshelf?
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10-4. CONSTRUCTION OF A RULER

OBJ1,CTIVE: To introduce the idea of a scale as a measuring device.

VOCABULARY: (No new words.)

MATERIALS: Light cardboard straightedge (unmarked) perhaps a foot long,

one for each pupil, some convenient unit segment (toothpicks

or pieces of drinking straws), one for each pupil. To he

con enient for handling, the units chosen should be around

two inches or a little less.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURP

Give a straightedge to each pupil and ask the pupils to make a

mark not far from the end. (This point is to be the zero point of the

ruler. Note that the zero point is not at the end of the straightedgP.
r

In addition Li being easier to identify, it avoids the problem that,

corners are alwt.ys getting bent and dog-eared.)

1

NJw ask each child to put his unit segment (a toothpick or what-

ever unit was used in Section 10-::) on the straightedge with one enf

on tne initial mark and to mark the other end.

The picoe of the straightedge is now a aine scgtqcnt one dnit long.

Now the unit segment can be lajd down again,

and again,

1
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as often as the length of the straightedge allows. It is now easy to

see that the marked straightedge shows line segments 1 unit long, or
2 units long, etc,

The straight edge in its present form can now be used f r measuring

line segments as shown below, where it is seen tnat the length of line

segment AB is 4 units and tne length 'f line segment CD is bet-
ween 4 and units.

A

0
-o

I I I

These numbers are found by counting the number f on segments.
The -1.sicIng rf tne straightedge will need r, be etra asized, i.e., the

placing, of the original mark at one end point of he line semen'.

The next stage is to ask the children t label the MafKS on the

straightedge. The idea is to lilt a 1 bel ,w the mark that was male the

first time the unit was used, a below the mark that war, made the

sec, nd time the unit was u.,ed, and o, on. Ihe instrument then lu 1crt

like this.

2 3 4
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Discussion should ir )duce the suggest n that the original mark b(

labeled U. The ins/ rumen s now r e and may properly be callr,d

a ruler. Indicate that the ruter shows part of a numbi r line. In using

it t ' measure line segment s AB and ('F r before, Ale numbering of

the pint s roluces a simpl Ica t Ion.

A B

1

0 I 2 3 4 5

0

0 2 3 4 5

The fact 1 ha t in measuring line r,ement AB the B is

opposi to the 4 mark shows 1 hat / here were 4 copies ,f the uni

segment between A and D. instead ,f 1 1,-)k in4, back and c ,unt I no

\-he segment a we 3 re or _)re, 1 he I enr1 ,f 4 un t c can i e read

directly f /.'m ru r milady, ì I no n1 F), ' he 1 in

is between lh, and ma ; 1 ni sh w ' he len- I r, of I in

se;:ment 31) 15 I et ween 4 and 5fl IS.

r,%; L' en Ln wit!, , U

I as tht (%51511.,: or wi 11 ic. e 1 )!

_,ndar,1 2. i t r i ift


